


















INFLUENCE OF DAMPING AND MASS-STIFFNESS DISCONTINUITIES
UPON THE DYNAMIC STABILITY OF A FREE-FREE BEAM
UNDER A GIMBALED THRUST OF PERIODICALLY-
VARYING MAGNITUDE





































This report considers the dynamic stability of a piecewise continuous
beam accelerated through space by a gimbaled, pulsating end thrust and is
in essence an investigation into the stability of transverse vibrations
induced by the periodically-varying portion of the end thrust. A beam
geometry and environment was assumed which could approximate a rocket
vehicle. Initial conditions, damping, and longitudinal coupling effects
were considered. The analysis was performed on a uniform beam and the
method extended to include stepped beams.
The results indicated that parametric instability could develop at
arbitrarily small thrust values when damping was neglected. It was deter-
mined that damping eliminated instabilities which existed at near zero
thrust values and that critical thrust parameters could be obtained. Re-
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The theory of dynamic stability of elastic systems has been defined
as "the study of vibrations induced by pulsating parametric loading"
(ref. i). Extending this definition, the analysis of the dynamic
o_ ..... _ of beams r_ay be defined as the study of transverse motion induced
by a pulsating longitudinal force. This investigation considers the dynamic
stability of free-free beam subjected to a gimbaled thrust of periodically-
varying magnitude including the effects of longitudinal and transverse
damping and arbitrary initial conditions.
For the most general model configuration, Fig. i describes a slender
piecewise continuous beam accelerated through space by a gimbaled thrust,
T o + T1 cosRt. To and TI are thrust values associated with the constantly
applied thrust and the amplitude of the periodically-varying thrust t
respectively. For rotational control, an attitude sensor located at beam
station x = G, denoted as XG, controls the thrust gimbal angle, e, by means
of a simple feedback system. Internal and external dissipative forces
are assumed to be acting.
The investigation was conducted in two phases. In phase i the
equations of motion were derived for a uniform beam. In phase 2 the
equations of motion were derived for a discontinuous beam which existed
as two uniform sections connected by a rigid bulkhead.
In phase 1 the primary objective was to determine the effects of




















beam under the imposed boundary conditions. This objective was accomp-
lished with the following considerations:
i. The influence of longitudinal vibrations was considered
in deriving the equation of motion.
2. The transient as well as the steady state solution for
longitudinal motion of the beam elements was considered.
3. Transverse and longitudinal damping terms were taken into the
equation of motion.
4. The partial differential equation of motion was reduced to a
system of ordinary differential equations by Galerkin's method.
5. System stability was established.
In phase 2 the primary objectives were twofold; (I) establisha
method by which a stepped beam could be analyzed by extending or modifying
methods utilized in the uniform beam analysis, and (2) determine the
effect of the stepped beam geometry upon the dynamic stability. These
objectives were accomplished for the same considerations as those taken
in the uniform beam analysis with two exceptions. Initial conditions
imposed on the longitudinal displacements were not considered and
longitudinal damping was not considered.
Restrictions and assumptions imposed to maintain linearity, simplify
analysis, and render a solution were as follows:
I. Motion was restricted to one plane.
2. Shear and rotary inertia effects were neglected.





















4. Viscous damping was assumed for lateral or transverse vibration.
5. Structural damping was assumed for longitudinal vibration in
the uniform beam analysis.
6. Beam rotation and deformations were restricted to small values'
In brief, a fourth order partial differential equation was derived
which governs the transverse mode of vibration. Application of Galerkin's
method (ref. 2) reduced the resulting partial differential equation to an
infinite set of time dependent second order differential equations which




















Development of fundamentals in the theory of dynamic stability
was probably initiated in the early nineteen twenties. However, the
subject had moze academic interest than widespread practical application.
The era of the hlgh-speed aircraft with its minimum weight structure
and its affinity for vlbratmon problems sparked renewed interest in
the phenomenon of dynamic instability. Therefore it was not until the
early nineteen fifties that any extensive treatment was forthcoming.
A recent textbook by V. Bolotin (ref. i) translated from the
Russian by V. Weingarten and others, has compiled and utilized the
more significant works in the field of dynamic stability through the
nineteen fifties and early sixties, Bolotln approached the subject
in a classical sense by developing the theory for elementary problems
and then extending the theory to more complex elastic systems. A
number of practical applications were included for a variety of
structure types.
Significant contributions in the field were made by T. Beal (ref. 3)
in the analysis of a free-free beam accelerated by a gimbaled per-
iodically-varying end thrust. The problem itself had very immediate
practical application to modern rockets but the most important con-

























The critical load of any elastic system can be obtained by deter-
mining the smallest load at which a disturbance causes a significant
departure from the equilibrium position. This criterion is known as
the dynamic stability criterion. If the system is also subjected to
a periodic loading, and if the amplitude of the load is less than the
critical load defined above, the response of the system generally remains
bounded. It can be shown, however, that a system becomes unstable for
certain relationships between the disturbing frequency and the natural
frequencies of a'system.
Consider the system described in the introduction, which essentially
describes a straight rod compressed by an axial pulsating thrust,
TO + TI cos_t. The thrust values To and TI are associated with the
constantly applied thrust and the amplitude of the periodically-varying
thrust, respectively.
If damping is neglected, both lateral and longitudinal vibrations
are excited by the pulsating thrust component. Ordinary resonance defines
instability for forcing frequencies in the vicinity of an natural frequency
of longitudinal vibration and is characterized by a rapid unbounded increase
in amplitudes of longitudinal vibrations with time. Parametric resonance





















Contrary to "ordinary resonance" these instabilities may exist in the
vicinity of any of the forcing frequencies listed as follows;
Type I _ = 2_(i) (3.1.1)
k
_(i)-+_(j)




where _ is the excitation frequency and _(n) is the natural frequency
of the nth mode of lateral vibration. For purposes of identification and
to be consistent with previous investigations, instability associated
l
with Eq. (3.1.1) will be a Type I, kth order instability and instability
associated with Eq. (3.1.2) will be a Type II, kth order instability.
The equation of motion for a beam compressed by a pulsating long-
itudinal force is a fourth order partial differential equation. Under
certain boundary conditions such as simple supported ends, the partial
differential equation can be reduced to a single second order differential
in time with periodic coefficients. This is essentially some form
of the Mathieu-Hill equation and permits usage of tabulated results
(ref. 4). In general, this is not the case and methods of reduction and
subsequent solutions must be sought.
An approximate method using the Galerkin procedure (ref. 2) has been
used effectively in reducing the general partial differential equation
to a set of dependent linear second order differential equations as










(_) + [F]Cq)+ _(t) [G]Cq)= 0 (3.1.3)
Regardless of the method of reduction used in beam analysis, some
form of the equation represented by Eq. (3.1.3) is obtained. The
complexity of the solution is dependent on the form of the F and G
matrices. For example, if F and G have real distinct eigenvalues and
FG = GF, then _ and G may be diagonalized simultaneously by the
same modal matrix A containing the eigenvectors common to both matrices.
Premultiplying the postmultiplying Eq. (3.1.1) by A-I and A, respectively,
uncouples the system and yields a set of independent Mathieu or Mathieu-
Hill equations which may be solved by classical methods outlined in Ref-
erences 1 , 4 , and 5 .
Previous studies have been oriented toward seeking regions of
instability rather than toward a complete solution. Regions of
instability are very easily obtained if the system of equations
represented by Eq. (3.1.3) has a transformation which will uncouple
the equation. Such a transformation was described in the preceding
paragraph. For more general and complicated systems, Bolotin (ref. i) has
formulated exact and approximate methods for finding boundaries se-
parating stable and unstable regions.
3.2 Dampin_
The problem of damping is generally neglected with excellent
justification since many problems in vibrations consist of finding



















and determining steady-state amplitudes at frequencies far removed
from any resonance frequency. In these two cases, damping has
little or no effect on the results.
Damping becomes a significant factor in determining regions of
instability for parametrically excited systems. With the inclusion
i
of damping whole regions of instability may be eliminated completely
and the more severe regions may be significantl>_narrowed for relatively
small factors. It can also be shown that response to parametric loadings
may not be sustained within the regions of stability when arbitrarily
small damping terms are taken but will decay exponentially at a rate
dependent on the damping factor. This report considers viscous damping
of lateral vibrations and structural damping of the longitudinal motion
in the analytical formulation with the justification of mathematical
compatibility and very limited experimental verification.
The assumption of viscous damping does not define all of the
dissipative forces acting on or within a structural member. Structural
damping is generally accepted as a function of relative displacement,
whereas viscous damping is proportional to the velocity. The problem
of accurately describing damping effects analytically is complex and
can only be resolved by extensive experimental investigation. At
best, damping factors may be determined experimentally for a specified
structure to "fit" experimental curves. Experimental investigations
may indicate a range of damping factors from which a factor can be




















types. Damping factors representing lower bounds attainable by a
system may be chosen to construct an envelope curve.
3.3 Initial Condition Considerations
Initial conditions of this investigation are those conditions
imposed on the displacement and velocity of the longitudinal elements
at t = 0. They form the boundary conditions forthe transient
portion of the general solution for longitudinal motion of an axially
forced beam.
In classical forced vibration problems, instability is generally
associated with resonance, that is, when the forcing frequency is
in the vicinity of a naturalfrequency. It is conceivable that the
natural longitudinal frequency could be a subharmonic of the forcing
frequency and not be unstable in the usual sense of resonance. It
was assumed in this investigation that a maximum influence would be
exerted on the transverse motion at a forcing to longitudinal frequency
ratio of l:n, where n is an integer greater than i. Only when such
a condition existed was a solution possible. More general conditions





















ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT - UNIFORM BEAM
4.1 Equations of Motion
The coordinate system of the beam under analysis, shown in
Fig. 2, relates particle or element displacement to a Lagrangian
coordinate system. In its initial state, the x coordinate locates
particle position while the y coordinate, a function of x & t,
measures particle lateral motion relative to a fixed reference
line. Particle displacement u(x,t) measures particle motion
parallel to the fixed referenceline.
An element of the beam is shown in Fig. 2(b) in equilibrium at
some arbitrary position and time with respect to external and
effective forces. The effective forces acting are the longitudinal
_2u the lateral inertial force m _2Y, and theinertial force m_,
_x2 _x 2
dissipative damping force C _y This condition of equilibrium is
_t"
stated as D'Alembert's principle.
The equations of equilibrium are obtained by the summation of
forces and moments as
_FH = 8_._P+ m--_2u = 0 (4.1.I)
_X _t 2
IF v _V _--_+ C _-_i+ p = 0






















M= __.MM+p _v_ V (i + _u
_x ax _) = 0 (4.1.3)
and the element rotation angle with respect to the horizontal
reference llne is readily obtained as
__Z
= tan-i _x (4.1.4)
(1 + .-_-)
ax
If rotational stability is maintained by a simple feedback
system, the gimbal angle can be expressed as
8 ,= K 8 _G (4.1.5)
where K 8 is the constant of proportionality between the gimbal
angle, 8, and the attitude sensor rotation angle, _G" _G is the
angle of rotation at x - G in Eq. (4.1.4).





and the compressive force normal to the beam cross section may be
written as
(4.1.6)
P - - AE _.__p_u,. (4.1.7)
_u
If the strain term, _x' and the slope, _y_x,are considered small
in comparison to unity, as assumed in deriving Eqs. (4.1.6) and (4.1.7),

















_x_M+P-_x-V=O (4. i. 3a)
The shear term, V, can be eliminated between Eqs. (4.1.2) and
(4.1.3a)
El _--/Z+_--[P_] +m _-_Z+C _--Z+p --0
_X _ _X _t2 _t
where P(x,t) is to be derlved.
(4.1.8)
The equation of motion for undamped longitudinal motion is,
_2u _ m__ _2u (4.1.9)
_x2 AE _t 2
the familiar wave equation which is obtained by direct substitution
of Eq. (4.1.7) into Eq. (4.1.1).
The longitudinal displacement function u is dependent upon the
axial component of the thrust. Therefore, if the gimbal angle is
restricted to small angles, the boundary conditions existing are at
x ffi£; _u To TI
_-_= AE AE cos_t (4.1.10)
and at
x ffi0; _u ffi0 (4.1.11)
_x
12
4.2 Solution to the Wave Equation for Longitudinal Vibrations
4.2_i _teadv State Solu_iqnMith Zero DampinK
The steady state solution of Eq. (4.1.9) can be found in two
parts as the displacement resulting from the time varying thrust
TlCOS_t and the displacement resulting from the constant thrust T o.
Up = uI + u 2 (4,2.1)
Let a solution of uI be a product of X and T which are func-
tions of x and t, respectively.
u I = XT (4.2.2)
Substitution of Eq. (4.,2.2) into Eq. (4.1.9) yields
i d2X = a-_2--d2T= Constant
X dx2 T dr2
(4.2.3)
where a2 = m__. Let the constant term in Eq. (4.2.3) equal -v 2 to
AE
achieve a periodic solution. Solutions of Eq, (4.2.3) may be written
as
X = C1 cos _x + C2 sin vx (4.2.4)
T = C3 cos --_t + C4 sin--_ t (4.2..5)




















uI = (C1 cos _x + C2 sin _x)(C 3 cos--_ t
+ C4 sln --_t) (4.2.6)
_u---!l=(-vC 1 sin vx + vC2 cos vx)(C 3 cos Z t
_x
+ C4 sin _ t) (4.2.7)
Boundary conditions applicable to a periodic solution are at
_Ul T1




x = 0; _x = 0 (4.2.9)





CI '= __TIi coseRx
AE _R sineR£
cosRt
uI can then be written as
TI i cos=_x






















A solution of u 2 can be taken as
u 2 = x+ T (4.2.11)
subject to the boundary conditions that at
x = Z; --_u2 = - --T° (4.2.12)
_x AE
and at
x = 0; 8uo = 0 (4.2.13)
8x
The displacement u 2 can be obtained by substitution of Eq. (4.2.11)
into Eq. (4.2,9), which separates variables, then straight integra-
tion. Applying the boundary conditions of Eqs. (4.2.12) and
(4.2.13) yields ! ._
Tox2 Tot2
u2 = - 2-_g 2AEZ 2 + constant
(4.2.14)
The particular solution of Eq. (4.1.8) can now be written as




P 2AE& 2AEa 2£
Transient Solution
T_I i__ cos_ x cosaflt
+ AE aft sinafl£
t constant
(4.2.15)
To obtain a general solution, a term u must be added to the
o



























subject to the boundary conditions
Uo(X,O) - f(x) - --.p_,Oj'--"
f(x) = Initial displacement
_0
-- (x,O) = g(x) _up (x,O)
at at




_u° (_,t) = 0
_x
Substitution of Eq. (4.2.16) into the wave equation yields
_' = a2 T'__' - k2
X T
k
uo = (C1 cos kx + C2 sin kx)(C 3 cos _ t
k t)
+ C4 sin
= (-Clk sin kx+ C2k cos kx)(C 3 cos _ t



























From Eq. (4.2.19), Eq, (4.2.20), and Eq. (4.2.23)
C2 = 0
m_,_,,=transient solution can then be written as
GO
uo = A o + L?
n=l
[An cos n_t + Bn sin n_t] cos _ (4.2.24)
_--i-- _ "
aUo _ n_ [_An sin n_t n_t] cos n_x
= nffi_l_ _ + Bn cos a_ T
(4.2.25)
Solutions for the constants An and Bn may be obtained from
auo
Eqs. (4.2.17) and (4.2.18), respectively. A o does not effect a-_- .
m_x (4.2.26)f(x) - Up(X,0) = Ao + I Am cos---_--
n=l
l_ltiplying by cos nZ._x and ifitegrating over the length yields
An = _ [f(x) - Up(X,0)] cos n____x£dx
O
(4.2.27)
In a similar manner,
Bn = 2._aI_ 3Up (x,0)] cos n_xn_ [g(x) - ----f- --f-dx
O
(4.2.28)




















u = Up + u O = 2AE£ 2AEa2£
TI i coss_x cos_t
-- + _ _--_sine_£
+ Ao+
nffil
An nn nw nwx[ cos_t +B n sin_ t] cos-T-
(4.2.29)
where An and Bn are defined by Eqs. (4.2.27) and (4.2.28). The





P ffi- AE-/_ ,
ToX sinanx
--+ T 1 cos_tP = £ sina_£















n! _n_ nw nwPC = AE _- [An cos-- t + Bn sin--t]i a£ _£
• sin n__.._x
£
Steady State Solution with Longitudinal DamDinK
(4.2.33)
In Eq. (4.2.1), uI was taken as the displacement resulting





















assumed for longitudinal vibrations, the equation of motion,
Eq. (4.1.8), will be modified to (ref. 6)
1 _z - _2_1




g ffiStructural damping factor of longitudinal vibrations
_ _ ]_E_ _
_L ......bE _V_- From Eq. (4.2.24)
ffiFundamental natural frequency of longitudinal vibrations.
The real portion of Ul in Eq. (4.2.34) will represent the desired
motion of the damped solution.
As in Section 4.2, a solution is obtained by a separation of
variables technique. Let Ul be a product of X and T which are
functions of x and t, respectively.
uI=XT
Substitution into Eq. (4.2.34) yields
-- d2T = 01 d2XT-igor=xd-_dx 2


















The boundary conditions imposed for a particular solution are at








d2T +-- T = 0 (4.2.36)
dt 2 _2
where in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at x = £ the




It then follows that
dZX + [f_2o.2 - ig (_)2]X = 0 (4.2.37)
and
X = C1 cos [_2a2- ig (_)2]½x
+ c2 s_:n [_2_2_ ig (_.)2:]_x (4.2.38)
Applying the boundary conditions and solving for the constants yields





















desired motion. The desired solution for the force distribution
is obtained from
p . - AE ____u
ax
as
, sin[R2u 2 - ig (_)2]_x--
PI " TI cosflt (4.2.39)
sin[_2u 2 - ig (_)2]_£
If in Eq. (4.2.39) the damping coefficient equals zero,
Eq. (4.2.39) is equivalent to PI in Eq. (4.2.32). Therefore,
the complex expression for the force distribution with damping
is
* S,
P ffiPo + PI (4.2.40)
where Pc' the force resulting from satisfying initial conditions,
is assumed to damp out'with time.
4.3 Lateral Force on the Beam due to Gimbaling
A vectoral sketch pf the applied thrust acting on the beam at
x ffi &. is given below:
























For small gimbal angles, sine = 8, and the normal side load
•acting at x = £ can be written as
p = (To + T 1 cos_t)e6(x-£) (4.3.1)
where 6(x-£) is a dirac delta. The thrust gimbal angle was ex-
pressed as a direct function of the beam rotation sensor in
Eq. (4.1,5) as 8 = K e _G" where
_-_Yx(XG t)
_G = tan-i
(1 + ___u) (4.3.21
_x
If the strain term _-_ is assumed to be much smaller than unity,
and if the rotation term _x is restricted to small values, then
e = Ke _ (xc, t) (4.3.3)
is a good approximation,
The normal side load p is
P = (To + T1 c°s_t)Ke _x (Xc,t)d(x-£) (4.3.4)
4.4 Introduction of Dimensionless Variables into the Equations
of Motion
The governing equations of motion derived previously are



















(I) The governing equation of motion for beam vibration.
+m _27+EI
_÷_ _o_+__0
_x_ _x _t 2
(4.4. I)
(2) The undamped force distribution.
To__X
p ffi £ + TI sina_x cosRt
sinaR£
n_ [A n cos n_r t + Bn+ AE _- za
n=l
sin n__ t]sin n_x
at --_
(4.4.2)
(3) The damped force distribution.
p, ToX
= T + TI sin[_2_2 ig(_)2]½x
,, sinl_2_2 ig(_)2]'_t
cosec (4.4.3)
(4) The lateral force p.
p = (TO + Tl cosnt)K 8 _ (Xc, t)6(x-£) (4.4.4)
1
Dimensionless variables may be introduced by the following
steps.
Step (i)
The following substitutions are made:
x = _£, (4.4.5)
_7























The fundamental frequency of a free-free beam given as _l was
chosen as the timenormalization constant with the same physical
characteristics as the beam under analysis. As shown the _ term
has an obvious definition.
Step-(2)
_4
Multiply the equation of motion bye, factor out TO
To





As a _eans of grouping terms and rendering a more compact equation,
the fpllowing substitutions are made into the equations resulting
from Steps (I) and (2) above.
= -- (4.4.7)
q
The fundmnental longitudinal frequency was found to be
(4.4.8)
_,,AE (4.4.9)
where u is replaced by its original value of
=2 = m__ (4.4.10)
AE
- _L











































P(0 = To[_ i+ Y¢(O cos_t
0 .n=1
n__£(AnCOS_L T + Bnsin_Lz)sinn_]
(4.4,19)



























which when combined yields the final equation.
_--_" + To aa_" -_. [(_: + Y_(_)cosn_) _a_:
a_: T O n--i
+ _ _--_-E+ n_ _-._
+ T (i + Ycos_t)K 8 _ (EG,Z)6(E-I) = 0 (4.4.22)O
4.5 Reduction of Equation (4.4.22) to a System of Ordinary
Differential Eauations by Galerkin's Method (r_f. 2)
Galerkin's method is normally applied as an approximate method
for obtaining a solution to a differential equation under,given
boundary conditions by taking a function which satisfies the boundary
conditions exactly then solving for function modifiezs which will
render a good approximation. The method is of the same general
class as those of Rayleigh and Ritz.
The method of Galerkin will be used in this analysis to reduce
the partial differential equation of Eq. (4.4.22) into a set of
ordinary differential equations. This process is essentially a
separation of time and spatial coordinates where the spatial coord-
inates are defined by the assumed displacement function and the function






















A description of the Galerkin method indicates that the solution
of Eq. (4.4.22) can be adequately approximated by expressing the
deflection
YN (_'T) = qA + qB _ + V_ qn(_ ) _n(_ )
n=l
(4.5.1)
as a sum of some translaticn term qA(_), a rotation term qB(_),
and a function _n(_) as the n th vibration mode shape of a free-
free beam that satisfies the boundary conditions, qn(Z) is the
generalized coordinate associated w_th Cn(_).
Ref. 7 tabulates the characteristic functions and char-
acteristic values for a number of beam configuration including a
free-free beam, and include formulas for integrals containing char-
acteristic functions of a vibrating beam.
The approximating function _n(_) chosen is a normalized eigen-
function for a uniform beam governed by the well-known differential
equation _
E1 _-_* m °_2Y = 0
_x 4 8t 2
(4.5.2)




i_n Cm d_ = 6ttm
o
=0, m4n
-- _, m= n
(4.5,4)
_ 27
where k4 was previously used in Eq. (4.4.15) as a normalization
n
cons rant.
2 = natural frequency
_n
The X values are tabulated in nef. 7
n
of £he characteristic functions $n"
as characteristic values
Equation (4.5.4) satisfies the so-called orthogonality relation-
ships within the rang e of integration and establishes the normalization
constant by which _n is determined and tabulated in Kef. 7 .
The chosen function YN containing a rigid body and a beam dis-
placement function satisfies the dynamic boundary conditions of
zero shear and zero moment at the free ends of the beam. That is,
at
= O; _ & --d2¢n = --d2yN = 0
_2 d_2 d_2
_3y _ d3_n d3y N






_2y = d_ d 7n= YN
d_ 2
d 3




Galerkin's method requires that the error inherent in the
approximate solution given by Eq. (4.5.1) be 0rthogonal to the
_YN











_ §(yN) 8Y__Nd_ = 0
o 8ql
i = qA,qB,qn (4.5.7)
or
i
J §(YN)d_ = 0
O
!
f ¢(yN)_d_ = 0
o
1






where §(yN ) is the errpr resulting when Eq. (4.5.1) is substituted
into Eq. (4.4.22). The theory behind this process is explained
in ref. 2 •
As an ald to integration of the preceding equations a few
important fozmulas are presented below.
| !iI I d4¢ nCnd_ ='T'Z" --E-4---d_= 0%n
!
_¢nd{ = --_ d_3
I 0 ,i n O_
I fc "_d [P _]d_ =P(1) _- (i)dyN
I 1






























+n d [p-_-]d¢ = ,n(1) P(l) dyN (I)
d_ d_
o









The formulas were obtained by applying the boundary equations for
the shear, moment,and force distribution.
In the succeeding derivations, the substitution
' r
CnCOS(n%z + _n) =
AEn_.___[AnCOS n_L_ + Bnsi n n_Lt ]
To£








Bn =_ CnC°S _n
AEn_
(4.5.14b)
cn ,.AEn-------X_/A_ + s_:
To_
(4.5.14c)
Eqs. (4.5.7a, 4.5.7b, and 4.5.7c) are integrated with the aid
of Eqs. (4,5,8) through (4,5.13) to obtain
- 1 """ + qB




__ n • )'14 n ,.,
_ qA "t- _" %_-qA + "_- qB + "3")'1 qB
2
q N ' I
+ To (i + Ycosl%T) B + _ qn ¢n(1)
n=l
2 qB- ToYC°SRT f Cd_
. o
N
- To (1 + Ycos_r) L? qnOn(1)
_. n=l
N i
+ To YCOS_I _ qn I _n @'dC
n=l o
[ N ]+ To (1 "t- Ycos[_x)K o qB + _ qn#n(_G )n=l
CO
+ _' qB" [ Cs
o [(-1) s -1] cos (S_L_+ _s )
S= 1 S_
N =o 1
+ _'0 Z qn _ _s Cs I Cn(_) cos (s_)dE
n=l s=l o





















+ T o (1 + YcosllO [ _ , ]qB + _ qnCn (1) 0k(1)
n=l
[ !1 ]- To ¢k(I) qB - To¥C°S_T Ck (I) - _K ¢'dE" qB
N 1
J t ! --- To _ qn _,0n Okd_,- To¥COS_T
n=l o
N 1
I ' '[ qn O_bn *kd_
n--1 O
[ _ n]+ T (1 _- _cos_z)K o qB + _ qn ¢ (_G) Ck (1)
o n=l
s=l 0
O _- qn Cs cos (s_ L + *s ) Cn _ sin (s_)d_=0
n=l s=l o
k = 1,2,... N (4.5.17)
Eq. (4.4.22) has now been reduced to a set of ordinary linear
differentxal equations as given by Eqs. (4.5.15), (4.5.16), and
(4.5.17). The coordinate qA can be eliminated between Eqs. (4.5.15)
and (4.5.16) without losing any important modes since translation is
uncontrolled. The resultant set of equations may be represented in
matrix form as
(_) + (q) + [F] (q) + Ycos_ [G] (q)


























and [F], [G], and [H] are matrices of order N + i. The elements of
these matrices are defined as follows:
TO





+ KO¢ j (1) ¢k(F,G) ] j = 1,2,...N
k = 1,2,...N
6jk = i j = k
+jk = 0 j #k
(4.5.19)
TO
Fj,N+I = X"_ KOCj (1)
j : 1,2,...N (4.5.20)
TO [i ' i '

























Gj k = _ _j(1) _k(1) - _¢j 4 dE + KQ_j(1)_k(_G
O






GN+I, k = 12 --T° Ck(l ) - _k(1) +
k = 1,2,...N (4.5.25)
1
GN+I,N+I = 12 To),__l[ _-Ii
O
(4.5.26)
i To Il ' '







• To [I ,
H i
,, -- Cs J _J
J,N+I _ o























The undefined integrals given in the equations above are reduced
to a form compatible with Fortran IV computer language as follows:
Ref. 7 gave the formula for #n with tables as
_n = cosh Xn _ + cos An _ - an(sinh Xn _ - sin Xn _)
(4.5.31)
Then
d_ n _ =
--= _n Xn[sinh Xn _ - sin An _ - an(COsh An _ - cos Xng)]
de
(4.5,32)
which can be expressed in exponential form as
, Xn [eXn _ -Xn _
_n =- - e
2




An_ eiXn _ iXn_]












Eq. (4.5.33) can be expressed as
, Xn 3
_o
+ a ] e(i)£_n_
n
which is adaptable to progranuning.
as
(4.5.34)






Substitution of Eqm (4.4.16) and (4.5.35) for # and _j,respectively,
yields
3 3| !_ [ [








[(i)£ * ej ][(i)m + ak] I sin_o_
o
[(i) £ + (i)m]Xn_d_
(4.5.36)
which is easily integratable in its complex form from any table of
integrals. The real part of the result is the desired integral value.
A check of accuracy can be made bY comparing the imaginary part
to zero,
The remaining integrals are obtained by employing Eq. (4.5.34)



















In the absence of a complex computer routine, the integral
formulas of (ref. 7) can be employed_ However, for the particular
integral of Eq. (4.5.36), a recurrence formula given for integrals
of that type proved laborious to employ°
The matrix elements of Eqs. (4.5.19) through (4.5.30) are
equally valid for longitudinally damped conditions by making the
following substitutions,
#* for #, See Eq. (4.4.17)
H]k = 0 for all j and k
and retainlng only the real parts.
4.6 Initial Conditions
The condition of zero displacement and zero velocity along the
longltudinal axis is assumed to exist prior to application of the
loading. For such a case, f(x) = 0 and g(x) = 0 in Eqs. (4.2.17)
and (4.2.18), respectively.
The unknown constant An can be determined from
2/An = _- [0 - Up(X,O)] cos n__..._xdx£
o
(4.6.1)
where f(x) = 0 has been subsituted into Eq. (4.2.27). A solution to




















Up(X,0l , ToX2 T1 1 cos_x= ---+ (4.6.2)
2AE£ AE _R sinaR£
Integration of Eq. (6.1.1) yields
(4.6.3)
In ixke fashion, B
n
g(x) ffi 0 as
can be determined from Eq. (4.2.28) with
Bn _ 2 rj£-m [0- au n_xn_ a'_" p (x,O)] cos -T- dx
0
_u_




Bn = 0 (4.6.5)




Cn = 2_(-i) n [_-f+---_Y ]n o2_n 2
(4.6.6)





















ANALYTI3AL DEVELOPMENT - STEPPED BEAM
5ol Equation of Motion of a Stepped Beam
The coordinate system of the _teoped besm, shown iD Figure No. 2,a)_
relates particle or element Jisplacement to a Lagrangian c<erdlnaUe
system. In its _ '
while the y coordinate, a functicn of x and t_ measures paftic!e
position normal to a fixed reference lineo Particle displacement
parallel to the fixed reference line is given by u(x_t)_ The coordinate
system and loading configuration is identical to that chosen in the
uniform beam analysis of Section 4.
In Fig. No. l(b) the beam ccordina=e constants are defined for continuous
sections. Only one discontinuity will be considered in the analysis.
Beam parameters will be designated by subscripts I or 2 to indicate the
beam section to which the parameter applies_ The discontinuity in mass_
area9 and stiffness are reflected in equation form as
m(x) = m I + (m 2 - ml) h(x-c)
A(x) = A 1 + (_2 " AI) h(x-c)
























The term, h(x-c), is a unit step function with the following definition:
h(x-c) = i; , x > c
= 0o . x < c
_= =--nalysis assumes L,_=L both sections have identical material pro-
perties, therefore, Eq. (5olol) can be written in terms of the cross-
sectional area as
m(x) = sA(x)
= o[A I + (A2 - A I) h(x-c)]{. (5olo4)
The equilibrium equations derived for a uniform beam from Fig° 4-1
are valid for the stepped beam in this analysis, if the mass, area, and
stiffness terms are considered functions of xo The element rotation angle,
@, given by Eqo (4.1.4) is applicable in both cases. The resultant
equations of motion can he derived as was done in the uniform beam
analysis to yield the iollowing equation forms:
_2
--__ _ +_ E_ _)_xJ+_x)_
+c(x) JZ+p = 0
8x
[EA(x) 3u]_ pA(x) --82u = 0
-_ _ at 2
(5.1.5)
(5ol.6)
The force distribution, P(x,t), will be derived through Eq. (5olo6) from
_u
the relation P = -EA(x) _x " The lateral force component, p, was derived
in the uniform beam analysis and is directly applicable as
4O
_Y (XG,t) 6(x-£)p = (To + T1 cos_x) K8 _x (5.1_7)
5°2 Steady State Force Distribution, P(x,t)
In this analysis only the particular solution of Eqo (5olo6) for
the applied load, To + TI cos_t, will be sought° The force distribution
is functionally related to the displacement by
P(x,t) = - EA(x) bu (50201)
bx
The boundary conditions are at
and at
x = 0; P(0,t) = 0 (5.2°2)
x = £; P(k,t) = To + TI cos_t (5o2_3)
The constant thrust, To, imparts a constant acceleration to the beam°
The force, Po' at any station, x, due to the constant thrust, To, is
equal to the mass accelerated multiplied by the resultant acceleration,
that is,
To_
Po - MT [AIX + (A2 - Al)(X-C) h(x-c)J
Note that the resultant acceleration due to T
o
the total mass of the beam°
(5°2°4)
is given by To/M T. MT is
The force distribution due to the periodically varylng thrust com-
ponent, T1 cos_t, can be derived from Eqo (5_Io6) by applying Eqo (5o2ol)
41
and the boundary conditions. As a first step, assumethat the displacement,
u, in Eq. (5ol.6) can be expressed as
u = XT = X cos_t (5.2.5)
where X and T are functions of x and t, respectiveiy_
the steady state solution is required°
Eq. (5_io6) yields
d [EA(x) HX] _2
d-_ _x + _A(x)X = 0
Let the force distribution due to the periodically-varying thrust be
denoted by PI"
PI = - EA(x) _u = p cos_t
_x x
P = - EA(x) dX
x dx
It is convenient to take the derivative of each term in Eqo (5_2o6) and
to express the results in terms of Px o The indicated transformation is
accomplished as follows:
d 2 dX] + _2 _2 dX
dx----{ [EA(x) dx pA' (x)X + 0A(x) --dx= 0
u = X cos_t since





A(x) = A 1 + (A2 - AI) h(x-c)




















Eq. (5.2.9) can now be expressed as
d2Px P _2
+ f12 E" Px = o(A 2 - A I) X(c) 6(x-c)
Note that X(c) is the value of X at x = c and is a constant.
follows from the identity, X(x) _(Y-c) = Y[_ _(v-c) given _- ref. (7)
(5.2. lO)
This result
A solution, Px' in Eq. (5.2.10) can be obtained by application of
Laplace transforms° The Laplace transform of each term in Eq. (5o2010)
yields
-Px (0) _ SPx(0) + s2p(s) + _2p P(s)
E
= O_2(A 2 - AI) X(c) e-sc._, (5.2.11)
s = Transform variable
e (o) = o
X
Rearrangement of terms in Eq. (5=2.11) with the substitution
_2p = _ 2i
-'E- (_)2 = (v*) .i (5,2.12)





















P' (0) _2p (A2_AI) X(c)e-SC
Px(S ) = x + " (5o2o14)
S2+(_,) 2 S2+(_,) 2




Px(X) - x sin_*x + --_20 (A2-AI) sinv*(x-c) h(x-c) (5.2.15)
Px(£) = TI from Eq. (5_203)
Therefore.
Px(X ) = T1 sing*x
sin_*£
_20 (A2__)X(c) sin_*(£-c) sinv*x
v* sin_* £
_2p (A2-AI) X(c) sin_* (x-c) h (x-c) (5o2o16)+_-
W --
The unknown constant X(c) can be obtained by solving Eqo (5_1.6) directly
for each continuous section of the _m _ and then matching
boundary conditions existing at the discontinuity. It can be verified
by performing the indicated operations that X(c) can be written as
Tcos_*c
X(c) = 1 (5o 2_17)
_*A2E COSVeC sin_*(£-c) _ wA1 sin_*c cosv*(£-c)
A2
Substitution of Eq. (5.2oi7) into Eqo (5.2o16) yields the final equation
form of Px" Let 8e denote the expression within the brackets Of Eqo





















Px = T1 I
sin_*£t
(i - _) Be cos'_*c sin_*(£-c) sin_*Xsinv,£
A_ cosv*c sinv*(x-c) h(x-c)] (5°2 18)+ (1 - ) Se o
5.3 Introduction of Dimensionless ......v_L_du±=_-- into _-L,= Equations of Motion
The governing equation of motion is given below in dimensional form
for ready reference°
22 _ _y] _2y
-- [El(x) _2y] +-_x [P(x,t) _ 0A(x)
_x2 _x2 _x
_Y
+ C(x) _t + p(x,t) = 0 (5.3.1)
Dimensionless variables may be introduced by a change of variables
given by
x c
x = $£; _ = _, and _c = _ (5°3°2)
and
T
t =--; _ = ml t (5o3.3)
1
The constant mi was taken as the natural frequency of a uniform free-
free beam having a length £ with the material and cross-sectional pro-
perties of Section 2 of the stepped beam and is related to the beam





















_ = oo2 m2£
n n El 2
(5_3oa)
By performing the indicated change of variable and then multiplying
through by £4/E12, Eq. (5,3=i) can be written as
_2 [l(x) _2y] + [p(¢£ :___)]+ r
---- $ D _)
_2 12 _2 El2 _ m _ P(_£
2 m2£" A(_) O2y C2 2 m2£" A(_) _y
El 2 A 2 a=L + m2_l _ El 2 A2 _
(5o3_5)
It was assumed that C(x) = m(x) which essentially states that
CI C2
- = constant° CI and C2 are the viscous damping coefficients
m I m 2
of section (I) and (2) respectively° As a result of this proportion-
ality one can write
C(x) = pA(x) • constant (5_3:6)
The constant term is given by the term C2im2_ i in Eq- (5 3.5)_ This




The final equation form can be written as
_2 [i(x) a2y] +
_2 12 _62 El 2 _
. £2
[P(_,_) _] *E--i-f2P(¢,=)
+ A_ A($) _2y t _ A(_) ___V= 0





















p(_,z) -_ po(_ ) + px(_) cos_
m2£
p (_) = To _ [A_ + (I-A)(_-_c) h(_-c)]
o M T
M/__y= i - _c(Z-X)
m2£
px (£) = TI Lsin_5,, ,- (I - A) Be cos_O$c
• [sin_S(l__c) sin_$
sin_
sin_ (_-_c)h (_-c) ]]
1
l
Se [cos_3£ sin_o(1-_ ) * Xsin_;_ c
c c
cos_ (i-£c)]









































5°4 Application of Galerkin's Method
There is some question as to the applicability of Galerkin's method
in the reduction of Eqo (5°3°8) to a system of ordinary differential
equations, since the coefficients are not continuous (refo i). An
extension of the method to piecewise continuous intervals has not been
substantiated°
Although the accuracy of the result is questionable in the application
of Galerkin's method to Eq. (5=3°8), it is hoped that the results will
be of qualitative value in analyzing the dynamic stability of a dis-
continuous beam°
A discussion of Galerkin's method is presented in Section 4°5 as
applied to a uniform beamc The approximating function employed for the
uniform beam has been taken as the approximating function of the dis-
continuous beam, therefore, Eqso (4.5_i) through (4o5_7c) are applicable
to this analysis. Pertinent equations are rewritten below for ready
reference° All derivations, definition of terms, and discussions are



















(I) The approximating function, Eqo (4,5.1)
YN (_'T) = qA + qB _ + LV qn (_) _n (_)
n=l
(5o4_i)
















where §(yN ) is the error resulting in substituting Eq_ (5.3.1) into
Eq° (5.3.8),
Equations (5.4e2a) through (5_4.2c) can be mepresented in matrix
form as
[A](q) + n[A](q)+ [B](q) * [C] cos_t(q) = (0) (5o4_3)
where

















qN+l qN+l = qB
qN+2 = qA
The elements of the coefficient matrices are obtained by expanding
Eqso (5°4_2a), (5_4o2b), and (5.4.2c) then grouping coefficients of
(q), (q), (q), and cos_(q) o The expanded equations are lengthy but
the expansion and grouping of terms is routine° The resultant expressions
I
I
for the elements of the coefficient matrices are given in integral form
below. It is not necessary to assign equation numbers to each element




= ). J A(_) , dE
Aj, N+2 I A2 j! o
1
= _4 ! A(_) EdE
I _ AN+l, N_2 i A2o
i


























_+2,N+2 = X_ A2
o
Matrix A was found to be symmetric therefore it is only necessary to
define elements of A on and above the diagonal°
[-_2"d2 _k ] _jd_Bj,k= d-'-_-
£2 i d___ [Po _k ] _jd_




+--K 8 _k(_G ) ! _j 6(_-l)d_
El2 o
l
£2 [ d [Po ] _jd_Bj,N+I = _ _ -g
o
T°£2 ! ]
+-- K 8 _j 6(_-l)d_
EI 2
c
Bj ,N+2 = 0
1
Id__,,-BN+I, k = d£2 [ _k ] _d_
o
i
£2 [ d [Po <_l_.] _d_
o
































f£2 d [Po Ck ]d_
EI 2 "_
o
To £2 , , I 1










!£2 d [Px ¢k] Cjd_EI 2 "_
1




£2 ! d [Px ] _bjd_EI 2 "_
TI£2 1















Cj ,Nt2 = 0
CN+l,k
i




- El 2 me Ck(_G ) I _6(_-l)d_
o
CN+I,N+ 2 = 0
ij£2 d [Px Ck ]d_
o
TI £2 , I 1
+ El 2 Ke Sk(_G ) 6(_-l)dE
o
_+2, N+I - £2 d [Px ] dE
o
CN+2,N+ 2 = 0
One must proceed with caution when manipulating or evaluating
integrals containing discontinuous functions° To illustrate, several
of the representative integrals in the matrix elements given above are
taken as examples° The first integral chosen as an example is in
element Aj,k o Let
53
1









= J [A 1 + _a2-_l) n_%-_cj] #j _ d_
O
]
+ (1-2) ,[ _j _k d$-
_C
The following integrals are taken from element Bj,k,
1
j "d__ [I__ #k ] #J d_ = INT 2
o d_2 12
Integrating by parts yields
d Ii-_2_) " IIINT2 = T_ [ _k] _j
- Io
i





The first term is zero since the shear is zero at _ = 0 and E. : i_
Integration of the second term then yields





The first term is zero since the moment is zero at $ = 0 and _ = io The
resultant integral can be written as


























EI--_ _ [Po _k ] @j dE = INT 3
o
Integrating by parts yields
_2 , i - _2 [i , ,
INT3 = EI--_ [Po @k ]*jl g2 J Po @k *j dE o
o 0
By applying the boundary condition that P = 0 at E = 0 and P = T
o o o
at E = i, INT 3 can be written as
INT3 = ToE 2 , , _2 I
El2 *k(1) *j (i) - EI--_ J
o
! !
Po _k @j dE o
As the final integral type let
J
i @j6($-l)d_ = INT 4
o
i
INT4 = i @j(1) 6(_-l)dE = @j(1)
o
The remaining integrals given in the matrix elements may be transformed
to a standard form in a similar manner. The final integral forms do not
contain derivatives of discontinuous functions, and the dynamic boundary
conditions on shear and moment are satisfied at the beam ends_ The re-







functions given in ref, Iio The recurrence relation for _n' given by
Eqo (4_5o34), can be employed as was done for the uniform beam in
Section 4°5°
Several dimensionless variables were introduced in Section 5o3_
Upon substitution of Po and Px into the integrals in whmch they appear
two dimensionless factors emerge which are denoted by T and y
O
I To
_ To £2 (5_4_6)
El 2
I T1 (5°4,7)T o
I
I
Note that all the dimensionless products are taken With respect to beam
section (2).







the matrix elements the only unknowns in Eqo (5_4_3) are the generalized
coordinates, qn' Eq, (5°4°3) is given by
[A](q) + n[A](q) + [B](q) _ cos_ [C](q) = (0) (5o4_8)
which is equivalent to
(q) -e n(q) + [A] -i [B](q) + _cos_ [A]-I [C] (q) = (0) o
¥
As the final equation form one can then write


















which is identical to the form obtained in the uniform beam analysis
when the initial conditions are neglected°
Note that each element of column N + 2 in Matrix B and Matrix C
is equal to zero, therefore, it is only necessary to consider F and G
matrices of order N + 1 in the solution of Eq. (601.i)- The result is
expected since qA = qN+2 is the generalized coordinate of rigid body
translation° Since translation is uncontrolled, the natural frequency
of translation is zero and the translation term qA is arbitrary°
The resultant matrix equation has the same form as the equation
derived in the uniform beam analysis, therefore, identical methods of
solution may be employed_ Note that Eq. (6_ioi) of the following section
includes an extra term which accounts for the initial conditions chosen
























6.1 Form of the Equations
The system of equations represented by Eq. (4.5.18) can be
wri=ten as
(q) -e n(_l) + [F](q) + Ycos_I [G](q)
+ ,, rl s_._(q) o
,H,s cos _ =
s=l
for the initial conditions assumed in Section 4.6.
(6. l.l)
In the preceding derivations the damping factor n was assumed
to be the same in all modes of vibration. This is by no means an
unreasonable assumption as many systems decay at approximately the
same rate in all modes of vibration. Furthermore the assumption
greatly simplifles subsequent analysis and should be adequate in
determining damping effects.
The velocity term can be eliminated from Eq. _.l.1) by the
transformation
qk = e- "ZT Uk (6.1.2)





















[ o2 i(u) + [F] -_-[I] (u) + Ycos_ [G](u)
+ _ [H]s cos s_ _(u) = 0
s=l L
(6.1.3)
In the case of zero 7 in Eq. (6.1.3) and for t >, 0 (Eqo (6.1.3))
reduces to
[ 02 ](_) ÷ [F] -_- [I] (u) = 0 (6.1.4)
n2
For the system considered, [F] - _- [I] is non-symmetric. A
solution for the eigenvalues for such a matrix may be found in
(ref. 8). Eq. (6.1.4) yields the damped natural frequencies of a
beam subjected to a non-conservative constant thrust which is gimbaled
to achieve rotatlonal stability.
6.2 Method of Solution
In accordance with (ref. i), a solution of Eq. (6.1.3) can be
taken as
uk = e Xk(Z) k = 1,2,...N÷I (6.2.1)
where ×k is a complex Fourier series given by
(X) = [ (c) m e (6.2.2)
mm--oo
with a period of 2_/_.






















(u)- _ (c) ei(a_rm)_ . (6.2.3)
m
A constant a has been introduced which can be real, imaginary, or
complex where its type determines the stability of the system as
shown in Section 5.3,
_he forcing frequency and the longitudinal natural frequency




where n is taken as an integer greater than 1 to facilitate a
solution.
Substitution of Eqs. _ .2.7) and _ .2.8) into Eqs. (6.1.3)
yields
i (a+m) _
(c) m (o _+m)z e









[It] S _ (C) m e
s=l






Equation {6.2.5) ±s satlsfied for all _ if collected coefficients
of llke exponentials are equal to zero or, in equation form,




+ _ [Gl (C)m+ p2a_2
OO
+ 2_2 s= 1 m-sn











The system of equations represented by Eq. (6.2.6) can be
expanded into a single matrix equation as shown on the following
page. To ensure that the determinant of the matrix of coefficients






i__ (Fkk - __..)- (cL + m) 2
_2
(6.2.7)
lhe importance of absolute convergence becomes evident as the develop-
ment of the method of solution proceeds.
Eq. (6.2.8) below is the matrix equivalent of the system of
















thlough +l. There is no upper limit except computer capacity but
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The determinant of the matrix of coefficients is here defined
as _(a), and Dj, k are the square arrays of elements within _(a).
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- = 1-- ('sjj ,,2
j corresponding to the row within each array.
(6.2.10) --
The system of equations represented by the matrix Eq. (6.2.8)
can have a non-trivial solution only if the determinant of the matrix
of coefficients equals zero, that is,
A(oO = 0 (6.2.11)
where only the values of s which satisfy Eq. (6.2.11) are permitted.
The problem then is to solve Eq. (6.2.11) for e.
To ensure the validity of the solutmon the infinite determinant
represented by A(u) must converge absolutely, It has been proven in
(ref. 5 ) that an infinite determinant converges if the product of
64















The product of the diagonal elements is identically equal to
I since all elements along the diagonal are equal to i. This con-
dition was deliberately obtained by dividing Eq. (6.2.6) by
Eq. (6.2.7).
The sum of the non-diagonal elements of A(_) is
N+I N+I =
I
-- j_ [ _S = _2 =i k=l m=-=
j#k
_2Fjk ,+ Y/2 Gjk + H_k(I/2)
_jj - (=+m)Z
N+I ® (y/2) + s (1/2)
+ _2 1 m=-= _.. - (c_+m)Z
33





can therefore be concluded that As is convergent for all = except
where the factor Fjj - (_+m) 2 is equal to zero.
In Eq. (6.2.12) convergence is assured for all values of =. A
criterion must beestablished to determine the minimum value for m,
denoted by M, which will give adequate convergence. A finite M can
be chosen such that the denominator in Eq. (6.2.12) becomes larger
in absolute value for an increase to M+I. Since M is squared, the
elements of 5, k rapidly grow smaller.
M satisfying




















(_ + _)2 >
Ina.X
- vs
should be sufficient. Fma x is the maximum value of the Fjj
in Eq. (6.2.10).
6.3 Determination of the Characteristic Values
The characteristic determinant A(=) has been expressed in arrays,
Dj,_with each array defined in terms of its corresponding elements
in Eq. (6.2.9). The postulates of Liouville's theorem may be
employed to establish a solution for the characteristic values,
a, from A(_) as follows:
I. Writing -u for u and -m for m does not alter (m-l-m) 2.
Transposition of the elements containing+m and -m leaves
A(u) unaltered since m assumes all integral values from
-= to =. Therefore, d(_) = A(-_) so that d(_) is an even
function of _.
2. [(_+i) + m] 2 = [a + (m+l)] 2, therefore replacing m+l by
m gives (=+m) 2. Hence A(_) = A(_+I) proving that Au has
a period of i.
.
Singularities exist only when _ satisfies (a+m) 2 - -Fjj = 0.
That is when = = _ (Fjj)_ -m. The possibility that






















at a = 0. A function can be defined, pj (=) = 1
that has the singularities and period of A(a). c°s2a_-c°s_Pjj%'




will have no singularities if the constants Kj are suitably chosen.
H(_) must be a constant by Liouville's theorem. By allowing
s_i _, H(a) is evaluated as
N+I
H(a) = lira [A(_) - [ Kj 0j(a)] = I (6.3.2)
a-_i= j=i
since the limit of the summation term goes to zero and all the
elements off the diagonal of d(_) tend to zero as _ approaches i_.
J
The constants KI,K2,K3,.m.Kn+I are evaluated by allowing _ to
approach (FII)%, (F22)%, ... (L+I,N+I)hrespectively. Letting
a = (_jj)% + _,
Kj = -2z sin 2_(F..) ½ lim e_ (>jj½ + e). (6.3.3)
33 e_O
In order to evaluate Eq, (6.313)it becomes necessary to define a
new determinant
&j(_) = (_e2 + Fjj)A(a) (6.3.4)
• jj)%.which does not have a singularity at a = (F Substitution of






















The characteristic equation can now be written as
where
N+i K_
i- _ ffi 0 (6.3.6)
j=l _j - z
nj fficos 2_(Fjj)_ (6.3.7)
and
z-- cos 2_a _ (6.3.8)
6.4 Stability of Solution
The characteristic values u of the solutions
uk = e ×k k = 1,2,...N+I
are evaluated from Eq. (6.3.8) as
a = -!_ in (z_ Jz2 - l) (6.4.1)
2#
Solutions to the original differential equation can now be obtained
from the relationship
(q) ffie (u)






















(q) e-_ nT ia_z= - e (×) (6.4.2)
(q) ffi eT(i_-'_n) (x) ,_ (6.4.3)
The stability criteria governing the solutions of Eq. (6.3.3)
are established as follows:
I, A solution is defined as unstable if qk tends to _ _ as
approaches + _.
me A solution is defined to be stable if qk tends to zero or
i
remains bounded as r approaches + ®.
3. A solution with period 2_ is neutral but qk may be regarded
as a special case of a stable solution.
i
The elements in t_e column matrix Xk have a period 2_ which
is neutral. Therefore stability depends upon eTkiam-_nj'_" or, more
specifically, upon the relative values of n and a, The term
(i_-_n) may in general have any real, imaginary, or complex value
depending upon m and n.
is determined as a function of the computed z value from
Eq. (6.4.1) where z maylbe real or complex. For convenience Eq.
(6.4.1) is written as


























where R is the modulus of z + /z2 - i and B the argument. Then
(6.4.6)
From the criteria established, a stable solution requires that
n > --_ In R (6.4.7)
























7 .i Definition of Terms and Symbols
Section 6.4 established the criterion upon which the solutions of
Eq. (6_I.i) became unstable. In Eq. (6.4.6) a stable solution required
that n > _ In R or,conversely, an unstable solution required that
in R - B > 0. The numerical amount by which (_ in R - n) exceeds
zero is a measure of the growth rate of the amplitudes of response and
is indicative of the severity of the instability. The forcing fre-
quency at which the term becomes zero is a boundary point separating
regions of instability from stable regions.
For purposes of identification and of presenting data, the term
governing stability is defined as the characteristic argument and is





























The z term can be considered a characteristic value associated
with each degree of freedom chosen as a solution in Eq. (4.5.1). The
form of z clearly determines the magnitude of R in Eq, (7.1.2) and
as such defines the stability of the system through T. Since instability
results if only one solution is unstable, it is necessary to compute
a maximum T value possible from a set of characteristic values.
It is seen from Eq. (7.1.1) that instability can occur only for
R > i. In turn R > i can occur only when z is complex or greater than
unity in absolute value. Section 3.1 classified forcing frequencies
<
at which instabilities could develop by types. A real z value exceeding




Complex z values exist as complex conjugates and relate to the Type
II, kth order instability given by
= re(i) ± m_(_) (7.1.4)
k
The characteristic argument provided a value which could be cal-
culated_for any set of beam parameters. When plotted against the forcing
frequency (see for example Fig. 8), the resultant plot could be used to
determine such pertinent information as unstable regions, boundaries
separating stable and unstable regions, relative severity of an unstable





















7.2 Natural Frequencies of a Free-Free Beam under a Gimbaled Thrust
The computation of natural frequencies was necessary in determining
the forcing frequencies at which parametric resonance could occur. This
was not, however, a primary objective of this investigation and the
results are given as a by-product.
Natural frequencies are plotted for a number of beamconfigurations
as a function of the applied thrust in Figs. 3 through 7. The frequencies
may be converted from the normalized values plotted to the actual values
by met$nods outlined in the example problems of Appendix A.
It was established in reference 3 that an unstable condition could
exist due to a static loading from the reduction of a natural frequency
to zero or from a coalescence of adjacent natural frequencies, whichever
occurred first. As an illustration , consider Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 which
are plotted for a uniform beam. An instability is seen to exist at
To = 25.67 due to the reduction of the rotational frequency, _(B)' to
zero. This thrust also defines the critical load for inertial buckling.
Fig. 4 illustrates frequency coalescence where an instability develops
at approximately To = 15 due to the coalescence of the rotational
mode and the first bending mode.
Natural frequencies are plotted in Fig_ 3 through 7 to illustrate
the effects of a variation in a_single parameter. The norm chosen in
each figure is that of auniform beam under the influence of the following
parameters:



















_G = 0.5, Sensor location at midspan
Ke = 1.0, Control constant
n = 0.00, Zero damping.
Fig. 3 illustrates the effects of the control constant, Ke, upon
............ _........................... curves do -^_,Lu_reflect
a general trend but do indicate that the control factor has a significant
effect upon the natural frequencies.
In Figure 4 the natural frequencies are seen to be sensitive to the
location of the attitude sensor and for the given choice of parameters
is unstable at a thrust lower than the thrust at inertial buckling.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the effect of beam geometry upon
the natural frequencies._ It must be noted that the frequency normali-
zationFfactor, _I' for t_e stepped beam is based upon the mass distribution,
stiffness , and material properties of beam section (2) and the length
of the total beam. The @ffect :of a variation in sensor location or control
factor is expected to be similar to the effects noted in Figs. 3 and 7
for a uniform beam.
It was found that damping decreased the natural frequencies slightly
but the variation was very small. For all practical purposes damped
frequencies may be considered equal to undamped frequencies for small
damping factors. Although damping did not appreciably alter the natural
frequen!cies, the minute shift in frequency could alter the Critical
thrust determined by a r4duction of a natural frequency to Zero or fre-





















Two important conclusions may be drawn which will effect the pre-
sentation of data in the following stability investigation.
(i) Damping does not appreciably alter natural frequencies for
small damping factors. This indicates that parametric re-
sonance would occur at nearly identical forcing frequencies
with or withoutdamping.
(2) A control system limits the thrust parameter which can be
applied to 25.67 for the uniform beam. It is not necessary
< to investigate the stability of the system at thrust levels
above this value sinc_ the system is unstable for thrust
ranges greater than 25.67.
7.3 Stability !
The stability investigation is limited to forcing frequencies in the
vicinity of predicted first order instabilities, i.e., k = 1 in Eqs. (3.1.2)
and (3.1.3). Let it be clear ly_understood that the system under analysis
could and often does develop higher order instabilities. In general these
second order instabilities, if _they exist, are not as severe as the corr-
esponding first order in_tabillty. If the ist order instability exhibits a
severe nature, then it would be necessary to investigate the 2nd order
instability also.
Figures 8 through 16 form a sequence of graphs valid for a uniform
beam which may be used to determine critical thrust parameters. Critical
thrust parameters define ithe combination of constant thrust TO and thrust ratio



















transverse damping factor. Figures 17 through 25 form a similar sequence
which is valid for a single geometry of a stepped beam. Each change in
geometry would require an additional set of graphs.
Tables i and 2 tabulate a range of forcing frequencies in the
vicinity of n = _(I) _(j) for a uniform beam and a stepped beam, res-
pectively. The characteristic argument, T, defined in Section 7.1 is
tabulated for each forcing frequency chosen for stability investigation.
The damped values were not tabulated since it was found that the damped
and undamped T differed by the chosen damping factor.
In Figures8 and 17 the characteristic arguments tabulated in Tables I
and 2 were plotted agains t the corresponding forcing frequencies. The
frequency scale is broken between regions of ist order instability to
facilitate greater resolution and to provide a more direct comparison
of the unstable regions. As plotted, instability exists at forcing fre-
quencies for which T > O. Damped values of T are plotted as dashed
lines on the same graphs for a damping factor of q = 0.01 and are seen
to be shifted an amount equal to the chosen damping factor.
At unstable forcing frequencies, the T curves plotted as half
circles with a radius center at l_ -- _(i) + _(j)" An exception is seen
to exist in the vicinity of 2_(B ) due to the development of higher order
instabi_lities within the unstable regions of 2g(B ). Another exception






















Although the reason T plotted as a circular _unction is not clearly
understood, the fact can be used to advantage. A close approximation
can be made to the boundary frequency at T = 0 by
where
= [G +- ]+T (7.3.1)(i)--_(J) -- x
• I
Tx = Value of T at _ = _(i) + re(j)
and
_b = Boundary frequency - _ at T = 0.
The resultant boundaries separating stable and unstable frequencies may
with TI/T o held constant, or as _ versus Y withbe plotted as _ versus T°
To held constant. The choice of boundary plots are arbitrary. Both
types ire included under this investigation. Figures 9 and i0 and
Figures 18 and 19 are ex_nples of boundary plots of uniform and of
stepped beams, respectively. The curves of Figure i0 and Figure 19
indicate that the boundaries are linear with the ratio, TI/T o.
7.3.1 Transverse Dampin_
Figure 8 and Figure 17 c_early depict the effects of damping upon
regions of instability. The damped T values are shifted along the T axis
by the value of the chosen " _bdamp!ng factor. The boundaries, , are not
appreciably altered in thelarger regions of instability when damping
is considered. The mag_!tude of the characteristic argument, T, was
significantly reduced, however, which indicates that the severity of the
instability is reduced b_i damping. It is also seen that T is less than zero
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in stable regions, indicating that transverse vibrations dampout with
time. Inspection of the transformation of Eq. (6.1.2) substantiates
this result.
Tx very closely approximates the maximumvalue of T within an
unstable region except near a longitudinal resonance frequency (see
Fig. 2"6). This property," coupled with the fact that damping shifts the
T curves by an amount equal to the chosen damping factor, provides a
method of calculating critical 3o and 7 values when a forcing frequency is
in the immediate vicinity of _ = _(i) _ _(j)"
A plot of T x versus 7 for a range of To values is shown in the
top half of Fig. ii through Fig. 14. A line is passed through each
thrust curve at T = n. These points define values of constant thrust
X
and Y at which instability is possible for the chosen q value. An
envelope curve is constructed in the lower half of Fig. II through Fig. 14
plotting critical thrust and 7 combinations. Any combination of T o and
Y below this curve is considered stable for the assumed damping factor.
$_ilar curves are given for a stepped beam in Fig. 20 through Fig. 23.
r m,
Boundary plots of the damped systems are given in Figs. 16 and 17
for the' uniform beam and in Figs. 24 and 25 for the stepped beam. The
critical thrust values at each region of instability were located by the
curves of Figs. 11 through 14 and Figs. 20 through 24. It can be
seen that transverse damp_g has a significant effect upon the regions of
instability at small thrust values and that instabilities will not develop





















7,3.2 LonKitudinal Compliance and Lonsitudinal Damping
Resonance, as used in this study is the term applied when the
forcing frequency is in the immediate vicinity of a natural longitudinal
frequency. T. Beal (ref. 3) established that longitudinal compliance
or coupling had a particular strong influence upon the dynamic stability
of a system when resonance occurred at or near _(i) --+_(j) If
k
damping is neglected the force distribution becomes infinite at
resonance.
Figure 8 is a plot of the characteristic argument, T, of a beam
which is assumed to have an infinitely high longitudinal frequency, i.e.,
mL = _ and _ >> _. The T plot remains constant with a decrease inL
until _L is in the vicinity of a parametric resonance frequency. Figure
26 illustrates the effect of longitudinal frequency upon the characteristic
argument T at parametric resonance. T was defined in Section 7.3.
X X
For longitudinal frequencies removed from resonance, _L > _ Tx approached
I i
a consfant, however, at resonance, _L : _' T became infinite. This is
X
good reason to avoid all rocket vehicle designs in which the longitudinal






















containing the periodically-varying force distribution appear in the
matrix elements of the G matrix of Eq. (_.5.18) in the form of an
integral. Evaluation of these integrals indicates the relative con-
tribution of longitudinal compliance. It is interesting to investigate
these integrals near resonant regions and to determine the effects of
longitudinal damping.
The integrals were evaluated for _/m L from 0 to 2, with resonance
occurring at _/mL = 1,2. It was found that the value of integrals
on the diagonal of [G] approached infinity for _/mL = i and off-
diagonal integrals approached infinity for _/_L = 2.
A curve is presented in Fig. 27 evaluating the integral of the
matrix element GN+I,N+ I for variations of _/mL"
For reference, the integral values are taken as the real part
of _*d_ where _* has been defined as
O
#, _ sinz (_2-i_)%
sin_(_2-ig) _
by Eq. (4.4.17). The curve was plotted for damping factors of g = 0.00
and g = 0.04. Damping is seen to have a negligible effect at forcing
frequencies removed from the immediate vicinity of resonance. At
resonance, however, integral values become finite with damping and






















A curve of _ versus T is plotted in Fig. 28 for forcing fre-
quencies in the vicinity of 25(1 ) and resonance. Curves are plotted for
damping factors of g ffi0.00, 0.04, and 0.08. The amplitudes of T become
infinite for a damping factor of g = 0.04 but the region of instability is
not appreciably altered. A narrow stable region develops at _ ffi2.0
for g ffi0.04. This paradoxicalresult can be explained by observing that
the integral values illustrated in Fig. 27 pass through zero at resonance.
The regions of instability are seen to be divided into two unstable regions
with a damping factor of 0.04. A damping factor of g ffi0.08 further re-
duced the amplitudes of _ and eliminated the region of instability existing
above _ ffi 2.0.
Fig. 28 is a graph of boundaries of instability for a longitudinal
frequency of _L = 2.0 with zero transverse damping. The region of
instability at _ ffi 2_(]_ is seen to be extremely broad. For comparison
a similar plot is given in Fig. 8 with _ = _. Longitudinal compliance
exerts a maximum influence when resonance occurs near _(i) + _(j)"
An additional instability developed at _ = 4 which is not predicted in the
usual theory of dynamic stability where longitudinal coupling is neglected.
A damping factor of 0.04 did not appreciably alter the boundaries
of instability at _ ffi2_(I ) as seen in Fig. 28. Fig. 29 plots boundaries
of instability for a longitudinal damping factor of g = 0.08. Over-
damped regions are crosshatched. The instability at _ ffi4.0 damps out
and the width of the unstable region at _ ffi2_(i ) is narrowed slightly





















7.3.3 Effect of Initial Conditions
Conditions for solution were highly restrictive upon inclusion
of initial cQnditions. It was assumed in this investigation that
initial conditions would exert a maximum influence on the transverse
motion at a forcing to longitudinal frequency ratio of 1:2.
The initial conditions chosen for analysis were those of zero
velocity and zero displacement as taken in Section 4.6. Solutions
for the characteristic values were taken at _ = _(i) _ _(j) for a
longitudinal frequency of 2_. A tabulation of results is given in
Table 2 in terms of T computed at the predicted unstable forcin_
frequencies with and without the inclusion of initial conditions.
The results indicate that zero initial conditions do not
appreciably alter the dynamic stability characteristics of the system.
Furthermore_ the results do not substantiate a conclusion as to
whether initial conditions reinforce the response in unstable regions.
It is noted that for a couple of unstable frequencies, initial con-
























A restateme_nt of c_onc!usions obtained in preceeding investigations
and substantiated in this report are given below.
iI Unstable solutions occur for frequencies of variation of the
thrust in the vicinity of twice one of the natural frequencies
of the bending modes, or the sum or difference of two of these
frequencies (see, for example, Figs. 8, 9, and i0).
2. The width of the unstable regions stated above is approximately
linear with a ratio of Y = TI/T o (see for example, Fig. i0).
"I
3. With finite longitudinal compliance instabilities also occur
for frequencies of the thrust variation in the vicinity of the
longitudinal natural frequencies (see, for exile, Fig. 29).
4. Longitudinal compliance has a negligible effect at forcing
frequencies removed from the longitudinal natural frequencies.
8.2 Effects of a Stepped Beam Configuration Upon the Dynamic Stability
A beam composed of two uniform sections joined by a rigid bulkhead was
analyzed (see Section 5) and the following results were established.
i. The natural frequencies shifted as expected with any change in
mass, moment of inertia, or location of step (see, for
example Figs. 5, 6, and 7).
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1 As a result of a shift in frequencies the regions of parametric
instability shifted accordingly. The width and severity of the
instabilities were altered but no trends were established in
this analysis (compare, for example, Figs. 8 and 17).
8.5 Effects of Transverse Damping
Transverse damping was found to be a significant factor in determining
regions of parametric instability for the system investigated. The follow-










I. A pulsating end thrust will not sustain transverse vibrations
unless the system is unstable.
2. Some regions e_isting as very weak instabilities are completely
eliminated with damping.
3. Instabilities may result for sufficiently large thrust and
TI/T ° ratios; conversely, damping prohibits the formation of a
parametric instability at lower thrust values (see, for
example, Figs. 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9).
8.4 Effects of Longitudinal Damping
Regions of instability developed at resonant frequencies which are
not predicted in the usual theory of dynamic stability. In addition,
critical regions within the vicinity of a resonance frequency were many
orders of magnitude more severe than the same critical region away from





















. Longitudinal damping had no effect on unstable regions removed
from resonance.
. Unstable regions which existed near resonance were narrowed
slightly and reduced in severity but the instability remained
quite severe.
3. Instabilities which developed at resonance were eliminated
with longitudinal damping.
Critical regions near a resonance frequency develop very severe instabil-
ities even with large longitudinal damping factors.
8.5 Effects of Zero Initial Conditions upon Re_ions of Instab_11ty
The effect of initial conditions on critical regions was inconclusive.
Results (see, for example, Table 3) indicate that the effects may be
considered slight.
Limited experimental work (ref. I) for beams subjected to a pulsating
loading indicate that unstable conditions do not in general precipitate
violent response conditions. It was found that the response curves
increased exponentially for a period of time then stabilized at some
higher amplitude response.
Since the transient solution damps out completely with time, the
contribution of initial conditions would damp out as the amplitudes
of response increase under unstable conditions. The transient solution
could not sustain or appreciably reinforce amplitudes of response over





















The investigation substantiates the positi,_n that initial conditions
may be neglected in the analysis of parametrically-excited systems.
8.6 SuKKestions for Further Study
The modern launch vehicle is a highly discontinuous structure. Due
_o fu_! consumption during =I___ -L_bu th= mass properties are under continuous
change. It is possible that parametric instability could exist during
some time interval. In order to determine if parametric instability occurs
during some portion of a missile flight it is necessary that quantitative
results be available. Such quantitative results are not available by
distributions in the investigation of the dynamic stability of modern space
I
vehicles, it may be desirable to employ representative lumped-mass systems.
Such a simplification has been used effectively in calculating natural fre-
quencies.
It is proposed that a method of analysis be devised for investigating
the dynamic stability of highly discontinuous structures. The analysis
%ould be specifically oriented toward existing space vehicles. The pri-
mary objectives of the proposed investigation would be twofold; (i)
establish a simplified analytical model which would adequately describe
the mass and stiffness distribution, and (2) determine forcing frequencies
at which instability is possible due to parametric resonance. Such
i






















CHARACTERISTIC VALUES - UNIFORM BEAM
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CHARACTERISTIC VALUE - STEPPED BEAM
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TABLE 2 - Continued
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES - STEPPED BEAM
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EFFECTS OF INITIAL CONDITIONS UPON STABILITY
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(b) Stepped Beam- Beam Geometry in Undeformed State





(c) Deformed Beam of Arbitrary Cross Section wlth Applied.
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(b) Forces on Beam Elements























FIGURE e NATURAL FREQUENCY OF A UNIFORM BEAM UNDER THRUST
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NATURAL FREQUENCY OF A STEPPED BEAM UNDER THRUST
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FIGURE 9. UNDAMPED BOUNDARIES SEPARATING STABLE AND
UNSTABLE FORCING FREQUENCIES, _ = TIlT o
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FIGURE 15. UNSTABLE REGIONS EXISTING WII_H DAMPING (SEE
FIGURE 8 FOR PLOT OF BOUNDARIES WITHOUT DAMPING)
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! FIGURE 18. UNDAMPED BOUNDARIES SEPARATING STABLE AND UNSTABLE
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T x VERSUS _L' EFFECT OF LONGITUDINAL COMPLIANCE h_n
UPON THE CHARACTERISTIC ARGUMENT FOR FORCING =c
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Two examples are presented which convert normalized parameters used
in the presentation of results into terms and values that are familiar
to the reader.
A very serious limitation exists in the direct application of the
results of the analysis. A rocket vehicle is a complex structure whose
structuralweight is only a small percentage of the total. The assumption
of an equivalent cylindrical beam accelerating through space due to some
thrust could lead to incorrect conclusions if the mass of the propellant
was not considered in evaluating natural frequencies.
In order to avoid calculation of a natural frequency by assuming an
J
equivalent mass distribution which will compensate for the mass• of thai
propellant, a natural frequency will be chosen which approximates the
natural frequency of an actual rocket vehicle under zero thrust. These
natural frequencies could be available from experimental investigations.
An equivalent stepped beam would be a better approximation than an
equivalent uniform beam, however, certain assumptions must then be made
regarding the ratio of the masses and the ratio of the moment of inertias
between uniform sections. The location of the discontinuity must also be
assumed. At best this must bean "educated guess" approximation.
Examples have been chosen within the range of parameters chosen
A-I
in the illustration of results. The stepped beamstability evaluation
considered only one beamgeometry. Any other configuration would require
computer utilization.
Consider a rocket vehicle under the same limitations and environment
as the analytical model chosen. A typical fundamental frequency of a large
rocket vehicle is approximately 27 rad/sec. The overall length of this
vehicle is 4800 in. and the acceleration attained is 5g (g is the acceleration
due to gravity). The rocket engine pulses at some arbitrary frequency,
_, and the amplitude of the periodically-varying portion of the thrust
is I0 percent of the constant thrust value, To, that is,
and
Example I:






Assume that the mass and stiffness distribution of the vehicle des-
cribed above can be approximated by a uniform beam. A reasonable thrust
value can be established from the equation
TO = m£a
where a is the longitudinal acceleration attained.
_4 = oj2 m£___4 .
n n E1
From Eq. (4.4.15)













which can be written in terms of the acceleration as
£2 A_ a
To = m£a E--_= o0_
The thrust parameter can now be evaluated as
To = (500.6)2 (5g)
(2_) (480o)
g = 386 in/sec 2
TO = 5.1
The natural frequencies of the rocket Under thrust can be obtained from
the relationship
m
m(n) = mCn) ml
where _(n) is obtained from the curves of Fig. 3 or Fig. 4, (something
must be known about the sensor location, _G' and the value of the control
factor, KS).
A stability evaluation with damping can be made in Fig. 15. It is






















Example 2: Stepped Beam Approximation
Assume that the mass and stiffness distribution of the vehicle is
best approximated as two uniform sections (see Fig. l(b)). Some assump-
tion must also be made regarding the change in mass and the change in
moment of inertia between the assumed uniform sections. Therefore let









ml AI- _ = O.6 .
m2 A 2
The discontinuity is assumed to be located at
_c = 0.6.
The fundamental bending frequency of the vehicle was taken as 2_
rad/sec. Unlike the uniform beam approximation this frequency can not
be applied directly in determining To" Figure 7 plots normalized natural
the applied thrust parameter To" At To = 0 thefrequencies versus
normalized natural frequency of first bending is plotted as
m


























Since _(i) = 2_ is the true natural frequency of the rocket at zero thrust
the normalization constant _I can then be calculated as
2_
mi 0.974 6.55.
The thrust required to impart the desired acceleration can determined
from the equation
To = _ a
where
M_ = total mass of the vehicle
I
a = longitudinal acceleration.





£2 MTa 2 m2Z_
= r,,i,a-- = _i
o El 2 m._2£2 El 2
z 1
2 m2£#





















MT mi_ + (m2-m I) (_-_I)
m 2_ m 2





To = [I - _c(l-X)]a
_2
= [I - 0.6 (1-0.6)] (500.6)(5)(386)
(6.55)2(4800)
= 3.56.
























This appendix presents two FORTRAN IV Computer Programs that are
operationally compatible with the FORTRAN processors of the IBM 7094
and the UNIVAC 1107 digital computers.
Independent computer programs were written for the uniform and the
stepped beam analyses. The stepped beam computer program is adaptable
to the uniform beam analysis but does not have the capabilities of
h=_a1_g !ongit,_din_! _mp_ng nr _n_t_al condition considerations.
The computers capacity to perform complex algebra internally was a
great asset in evaluating integrals with complex arguments. Complex
arguments result in application of Eq. (4.5.34) to integral evaluation
with or without the inclusion of longitudinal damping. The real part
of the result could be retained as a solution. It was found that a
high degree of accuracy was attainable where the results could be
checked by formulas.
Computer capacity became a problem as more degrees of freedom were
used in the assumed solution. As presently programmed, only two bending
modes and a rotational mode, that is, three degrees of freedom are
taken. A choice of more degrees of freedom could exceed the capacity
of the computer for Stability analysis of forcing frequencies near zero.
A-7
This is evident by examining the convergence criteria established for
the infinite determinant in Section 6.3. A maximumof four degrees of
freedom could be handled with slight modification to the program
(see B-5).
B-2 Pro_ramVariables
_-2._ Input Variables Used _!y In e_o.......c_o._=_r___Beam Program
Input Program Increment Increment
Variable Symbol To B7
_G XG XGMAX DELXG












B-2.2 Input Variables Used Only in the Uniform Beam Program
Input Program Increment Increment Range of
Variable Symbol To By Variable
g GA GMAX DELG 0.0,
B-2.3 Input Variables Common to the Stepped Beam Program and the Uniform
Beam Program
Input Program Increment Increment Range of
Variable Symbol To By Variable

















K 9 SPC SPCMAX
Y GAMMA GAMAX
DELOL 0.0, + , --
DELETA 0.0, ÷ , --
DELSPC 0.0, ÷ , --





















B-2.5 Program Control Variables
Program control symbols establish program branch routes to be
used, output formats written, and the reading of additional data cards
which change the preceding input variables. The control symbols and























STAB is called from DRIVER
SWITCH is called from DRIVER
Computes Natural Frequencies only
Stability evaluation
READ additional data cards
Read additional data cards after
location 401
Stop at completion of original
set of input variables.
The preceding section lists all program variables which may be incre-
mented within the program DRIVER (see B-5 and B-6). The range over which
a variable can be incremented is given by the columns under min and max
signifying the minimum and maximum values permissible. The direction
arrow over a numerical value in the column between the min and max
columns is the permissible increment and the direction of incrementation;
i.e., from a low to high (+) or from a high to 2ow (÷) value. A dash (-)
indicates that any positive numerical value is acceptable.
For example, consider the variable which locates the sensor location.
This parameter is denoted by the symbol XG. If it is necessary to hold
XG constant at, say XG = 0.6 throughout a computer run then the data card
corresponding to XG must be filled out according to the format allocated





DELXG= 0. i. (Note: DEL--- is greater than 0.001)
If, instead it is required that XGbe incremented during a run then
the following procedure would be followed. Supposethat it is necessary
that XGbe run at XG= 0.6 and XG= 0.8, then the data card corresponding




The program variables RC,RA, and RI are incremented downward. When
RC, RA, and RI are followed by MIN, i.e., RCMI_this represents the value
to which the parameter is incremented. Whenpreceded by DEL, the symbol
refers to the amount by which the parameter is incremented. If for




The program has three output formats written into the program (see,
for example, B-5).
Format (I) tabulates three natural frequencies which exist for some
input To value. The thrust and resultant frequencies are tabulated in
columns under the appropriate heading. Pertinent data constants are also
included in the heading. To obtain this type of table set NAT= i and




















Format (2) is a tabulation of the stability eyaluation for a forcing
frequency existing at parametric resonance. This format is obtained by
setting NAT = 0 and ITR = 0.
Format (3) is a tabulation of the stability evaluation for a range
of forcing frequencies existing at and around parametric resonance. This
format is used in conjunction with SUBROUTINE SWITCH, a routine that
automatically increments OMEGB if the initial value of OMEGB is unstable.
This format is obtained by setting NAT = 0 and ITR = i.
The control variable ICOUNT may be employed for extended parameter
• investigations. For example, it becomes necessary to redefine program
__nput variables for _n exte_dpd ¢_mr_,_ _,n Tn tb_ case set ICOUNT = 0
and furnish the appropriate READ and data cards to the source deck. If
the input variables do not change set ICOUNT = i.
B-4 Restrictions and Recommendations
As presently programmed only two bending degrees of freedom (N = 2)
may be used without modification of the programs. SUBROUTINE STAB
contains the formulation necessary in expanding Eq. (6.3.6) into a form
suitable for the polynomial root solver SUBROUTINE MULLER. Additional
formulation would be required for N # 2.
Longitudinal coupling effects were found to be negligible for
OMEGL > 50.0. The program is most efficient for OMEGL > 50.0 since a





















The stability evaluation for small forcing frequencies (OMEGB < 1.0)
may be in error due to truncation of terms in the evaluation of the
infinite determinant in Eq. (6.3.5). A warning will be given in this case
and the program will continue to operate. The computational time required
at smaller forcing frequencies (OMEGB < 1.0) is also much greater.
Several library routines were used in matrix and determinant oper-





Evaluation of the eigenvalues of a non-
symmetric matrix
Polynomial root finder
Inverse of a real matrix











B-5 Uniform Beam Computer Program
The computer program used in the analysis of a uniform beam is listed
in this appendix. Library subroutines are listed by name with variable
array dimensions without a complete listing. Program input data is
listed at the end of the program with the resultant output listed
immediately following.
The output formats are listed as format (i), format (2), and
format (3). These formats are obtained in one computer run using the














































Q = F_ + .5
P = P1





























































IF{J.EQ.(N+I)} GO TO 16
1F(J.EQ.K) F(J,K) : F(J,K)
16 CONTINUE
DO 12 1:1,5






















IF(NAT.EQ.1} GO TO 300
501FORMAT(IHI)
_RITE (6,5Ui)





























VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(II,I
A-16
CIF{KZ.EQ.JZ.OR.KZ.GT.JZ) 60 TO 201
WRIT_(6,503). OZ,KZ
50_ FORMAT{//12X,42HCHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ{II,IH},9
1H + FREQ{II,IH)//)
WRITE(6,60} {1,I : 1,NI)
WRITE(6,70) TO,{RTR(1),I:I,N1)
WRITE(6,27) GAMMA,N,OMEGL,ETA,SPC,XG,GA





DO 204 KZ = 1, N1
DO 204 dZ = 1, NI
IF {KZ.EQ.JZ,OR.KZ.GT.JZ} 60 TO Z04
WRITE(O,504} JZ, KZ
504 FORMAT(//IZX,WZHCHARACTEHISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(II,1H),9
IH - FREQ(II,iH}//)
WRITL{b,bO} (i,I : I,NI)
WRIT_(6,70) TO,(RTR(1),I=I,NI)
WHIlE(6,27) OAMMA,N,OMEGL,ETA,SPC,XG,GA





TO = [0 + DLLTO
_F{TO.LT.(TOMAX+O.O01)) 60 TO 45
TO = FTO
OM_GL : OME_L + DELOL
IF{OMLGL,LT.(OLMAX+O.O01})60 TO 45
OMEGL : FOMLOL
EIA = ETA + DELETA
IF(EIA.LT.(L]AMAX+O.OO1))GO [0 4o
ETA = FETA
SPC : SPC + DLLSPC
IF(SPC.LT.(5PCMAX+O.OOI))GO TO lb
SPC : FSPC
GAMMA = GAMMA + DELGA
IFIGANMA,LT,IGAMAX +O,O01}}GU TO 45
GAMMA : FGAMMA
GA : GA + DELG









































IF(LOC1,EQoO) DELOM = STAB2*1,2
IF{DLLOM,GT,O,IO) DELOM = 0,04
LOCI = LOC1 ÷ 1
_0 TO {1,2),ITS
I IF{LOCI.EQ.I) GO TO I00
LOE2 = LOC2 ÷ I
IF(LOC2.EQ.Z.AND.LOC3.EQ.I) CO TO 74
60 TO (IIPI2,74)pLOC2
110MhGB : OMEGB + DELOM/2.0
GO TO 5
12 OM_6_ = OME_b + DELOM/4,0
_0 TO 5
2 IF(LOC2,EO,U) GO TO 20
LOC3 = LOC3 + I
IF(LOC2.EQ.2.AND.LOC3.EQ.I) _0 TO ?5
IF(LOE2,EQ.1,AND,LOC3,EQ.2) CO TO 75
IF(LOC2.EQ.I.AND.LOC3.EQ.I) CO TO 21
STOP
20 OMEGB = OME_B - DELOM
_0 TO 5
21 OMEG_ = OME_ - DELOM/4.0
60 TO 5
74 IF{A_S(OELOM).LT.O.10) GO TO 90
LUC5 = 0
DO 8_ IZ = I,_
IF(DELOM.GT.O.)OMEGB = OMEGB + ,O02
IF(D_LOM,LT,O,) OMLGB : OMEG_ - ,002
CALL bTA_(IIS,STA_2)




75 IF(ABS(UELOM).LT.O.IO) GO TO 90
LOEb = 0
DO 8b IZ = 1,4
IF(DELOM.GT.O.) OMEGB= OMEGo - .002
IFIDELOM.LT.O.) OMEGB : OMEG_ + .002
CALL STAB(IT5_STAB2)




9U IFILOC4.EQ.I) O0 TO 100



































JECTEU TO A PERIODICALLY VARYING THRUST WITH
SUBROUTINE STAB(ITS,STAB2}









NI : N + 1
CALL DETER (DT,W)
DO 5 I=I,NI




A{2) = Y(1}+Y(2)+Y(3)- ACHE(I}-ACHE(2)-ACHE(3)
A{3}=-(Y{1)_Y{2)+Y(1)*Y(3}+Y{2)*Y(3)-ACHE(1)*(Y(2)+Y(3})
I-ACHE(2)*(Y(1}+Y(3))-ACHE(3)*(Y(1)+Y(2}})




IF(A_b(ROOTI(1)).LT..IE-#) RuOTI(1) = 0.0
CZ = CNPLX(ROOTR(1),ROOTI(1);
CARG1 = CZ + CSQRT(CZ**2-i.)






STABI : STA_g - ETA
IF(STABI - ,1E-6) I,i,2











































IF (SPC,EQ.U.O) N1 = N









M1 : (SQRT(A_S(F(N,N})) + SQffT{A_S(F(II,I1})))/OMEG8
IFIMI-14) 2UU,200,201
WHITe(b,202)














3 D.F.._NOM : 1.0
4 Of: J*(L-1)'_N1
KI: K+ (M-I) :_Ni
A{J1,K1) : 0,0
IF{L-M)10,5,10























IF (IABS(L-M)-I) 20,60, 20
IF(6),LQ,I) @0 TO 100
DO 3U I:I,5












IF(L,LT,MO) 60 TO Z
MO : NI*MO
CALL OASDET {A,MO, DFT )










































































25 H(I,J,N+I)={-I.O )* A(1)*HIJK(I,J,N+I)
F(N+I,N+I): 6.*SPC





Z : PI*CSQRT(SIG**2 - CI*GA)
CG = {I.0 - CCOS(Z)i/(Z*CSIN{Z))
OJK(NI,NI) : REAL(CG)



























































Z5 DO 20 L:I,_
DO 20 M:i,4
CI: (U.U,l.U)
CA: R(J)*CI**(L-1) + R(K)*CI**(M-I)
CB: (R(J)*R(_)I4.0)*(B(J) + CI**(L-I))*(B(K) + CI**(M-I))
IF(GA.GT.O.O} GO TO 22
21 CONTINUE
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CHARAC|roI._TIC V;_LUES IH VICINITY O_ 2 X FREQ(1)
TO I-PEO ( 1 ) FNF'Q (2) FREO (3)
20.0 .1_1271 ,_n9Ola 2.501636
GAMMA= .I0, 'J:2,0M_GL=IOO.On, ETA:.O00, 5P£= .50, XG= .Be G_=.ono
OMEGR= ._a3 UNSTAuLE
NnnTR -l.ObqP7 -.6q6gl -.97445
_nnT! .OObnO =00000 ,OOOOO
CHARACI_ISTIC VALUFS IN VICINITY OP 2 X FREQ(2)
TO rPEO(1) FhEQ{2) FRLO(5}
20,0 ._912_I .909014 2.501_36
GAN_'._A= .I0, H=2,0r4_GL=IO0.OO, FTA=.O00, SPC: .50w XG= .5, G6:.OnO
OMEOn: z.ml_ I!NSTAbLE
_<OnTR .789_g -.71173 -I,0000_
_nnTI .OOuO0 .OOO00 ,o00no
STA_I .004_2
CHAPACIrPISTIC VALL'_-S l'I VICINITY Or 2 X FRFQ(3)
TO FRFg(1) F_FQ(2) FREQ(3)
gO.O .Ig127i .9_9014 2.5u1638
GAP;_A= .I0, '1:2,0M_GL=ino.oq, ETA=.nO0, £PC= .50, XG: .5, GD=.OnO
OMEGR= o,n03 UNSTA#LF
_OOTR .97i2o ,41b17 -1.0001_




CHA_ACT_OISTIC VALUFS !_I VIrlNITY O_ FREQ(2) + FREQ(1)
TO I-REQ( ] ) F_F_ (2) FREO(3)
20.0 .191271 .9n901 u 2. 501638
GAM_A= .i0, KI=2,0_GL=IOO.ON, ETA=.OOOP SPC= ,50w XG= .Sw GA=.OflO
O_4EGR= i.]O0 UNSTABLE
_OnTR .46111 ._6111 -.i_765
_OOT! -.O_t_9 .0P649 ,noonu
_TABI .034n_
CHAPACi_RISTIC VALUFS IN VICINITY Or FREQ(3) + FREQ(I}
20.0 .1912Ti .90901t_ 2.501638
GAJv,I'_A: .10, _!=2,0r:__GL=JOO.On, ETA-.C_OO, SPC= ,50, XG= .Sp G_=,OoO
O#EGR= 2.Ag3 UNSTAt_LE
_nnTR .901q5 .90193 -.52292
_OnTI -,01166 .01166 "00000 l
CHAPACTEPIS_IC VALUFS IFI VICII_TY OF FREQ(3) + FRLO(2)
TO PREQ(t) FkEQ(2) FREO(3}
20.0 .1g1271 .90901t: P.SU1638
GA_PA= .10, *!=2,0_GL=IO0.O0, ETAz.no0, SPC= .50, XG= .5, G_z. OO0
O_EGR= J.Ull ST_RLL
_aOTE .950_4 -.i0222 -.10526




CHAPACi_ISTIC VALU_ I', VICINITY 0 _" FRFQ(2)
- rRE.t) (1)
TO HREQ(I} FN_O(2) FRE_(3)
20.0 .191271 .9n901_ 2.501638
GAMMA: .10w _I:2.0N_GL=IO0.O_, ETA:.nooP 5PC: .50F XG: .5, GA=.OnO
OMEGB: ._18 STABL_
MOmTR -.3_bn5 .0o017 -,99605
_nnTI ,00_00 ,00000 ,00000
_TAB1 ,OOunO
CHARACi'FnISTIC VALUKS IH VICINITY Om FREQ(3) - =REQ(I}
TO FREQ(1) FNEQ{2) FREQ(5)
_n.o .191271 .909014 2,501658
GAN,_A= .1O, Hm2,0M_GL:lnn.OO, ETA:.nO0, SPC= ,5np X_: ._w Gf:.OnO
OMEGR: Z.310 STARLL
KnnTK .88_38 .o5206 -.78_3u
KOOTi .OOOOO .O00OO .O000O
_TABI .OOunO
CHARACT_PlSTIC _'ALUFS I',!VICIniTY Or FmFQ(3) - FREQ(2)
TO r#EQ(1) F_VQ(2) FREQ(5)
2q.O .191271 .9n9014 2.501636
GAMMA= .10, N:2,0MLGL=IO0.O0, ETA=.no0, SP_: .5nw XG= .Rw GA=.ono
OMEGR= _.Sq3 UNSTABLE
_knnTR .72olb -.90256 -.90250




CHARACiFoISTIC V_LUES IM VICINITY OC 2 X FRFQ(1)
TO FREQ(t} FREQ(2) FRE_(3}
2n.O ,191271 ,90901_ 2,50163_





















































CHARACIF'OlSTIC VALUE'S IN VICINITY OP 2 X FREQ(2)
TO _REO(1} Fk/Q(2) FREQ(3)
2n.o .lq1271 ._n901_ 2.50163_
GAi_MA= .i0, M=2,0M_GL=IO0.O_, ETA=.O00, £PC= .50, XG= .5, G#=.ono
OMEGR= i._!8 UNSTAuLE
_OOTR .789_6 -.71173 -1.0000_













KnnTR .78oP4 -.73124 -.g99o_
,_hnTl .OObeO .00000 .O000O
_T&RI .OOuO0
m_EGP= _.n15 UNSTauLE
,_nnTR o7_QI -.7P15_ -l.O00nZ
_nqTI .00bOO .00000 .O00oO
mT_Pl .00365
OrtEGa= _,_14 UNSTABLE
_m_TR .78e_6 -.72640 -1,O00OO
_nnTl .oouno .00000 .00000
bT_RI .00113
OMEGB= _.S2_ STAnLh
RnnTR .7quqi -.60178 -.99999
HnnT! ,OObO0 ,00000 ,O000g
bTABI .UOUO0
OMEGa= i.AP1 [INSTAoLF
_nOTR .79U24 -.7_180 -1,00003
_OqTl .OOUO0 .00000 ,00000
ST_R1 .00421
O_EGB= i._22 UNSTabLE
_nnTR .790£_ -.69680 -1,O000i
_nnTl ._OOO0 ,ONO00 ,00000
_TAB1 .O0_AO
CHAPACi_PISTIC VALUES Irl VICINITY OC 2 Y FREQ(3)
TO YPFQ(! ) F_Q(2) FREQ (3}



























































































CHAqAC/F_ISTIC VALUES l_I VICINITY OF FREQ(2) + FREr_(1)
TO rREQ(t) FREQ(2) FREO(3)






























ETA=.O00, SPC= .50, XG= .5, GA=.OOO
.#6111 ._6111 -,14765




















CHAPACfE#ISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OC FREe(3) + FREO(1)
TO #REC(1) F_E_(2) FREQ(3)
20.0 .191271 .9n9014 2.501638
GA_,#A= .10, Hz2,0K&GL=IOO.00, ETA=._O0, SPC= .50, XG= .5,
OME6R= _.693 UNSTABLE :.
NOOTR ,90i_3 .90193 -,52292

























_OOTR .90561 .92058 -,54161
+_n_Tl .00000 .00000 ,0O000
_ARI ,00u00
o_go_= _._79 UNSTABLE
_n_TR .90775 .90775 -,5322b
_TI -,00910 .00910 ,0O000
UTERI .016_7
OMEGB= _.672 UNSTABLE
_m_TR .91u5_ ,91052 -,536o2
+_O_TI -.004_7 ,0n4£7 ,00000
3T_RI .OIU02
OP_EG_= Z._21 STARL_
_OOTR .89734 .6_120 -.50#37
_n_TI ,OOOO0 ,00000 ,O000O
_TAB1 ,00U00
dnnTR .89577 ,_9577 -.5!_63
_<_OTI ,00956 -.00956 ,00000
bTh_l ,01_51
OMEGR= _.71_ UNSTA#LE
ixmmTR ._9_6 .8_256 -,5_6q9
_n_TI .00528 -.u0528 .00000
_T_BI .Olu12
TO rREQ(_) F_EQ(2) FREQ(3)
20.0 .191271 .90901Q 2.5u1638
GAN;B'A= .i0, Hm2,0_GL:100.O0, ETAz. O00, £PC= .50, XG: .5,
O#_EGR= 3,all STABL_
_nOTR .93o3_ -.In222 -.I0526
























CHArACTErISTIC VALUF._ I_l VICINITY OF FREG(2) - FPEo(1)
TO _PEO(I) FRCO(2) FREO(3}
20.0 .191271 ,90901U 2.501638
GA_iMA= .I0, N=2,0_LGL=InO.O0, ETA=.no0, SPC= .50, X6= .5, G_=.OOD
.718 STAPLe
,_nOTR -.545n5 .u9017 -.g96n5
i<nnTI .OOunO .gO000 ,00000
_TA£1 .UOUO0
CHA_ACrFPISTIC V_LUES IN VICINITY OF FRE@(3) - FREQ(1)
TO _REQ(1) FREG(2} FREQ(5)
2_.0 .ln1271 .90901U 2.501638
GAmmA: ,I0, FI=2,0KLGL:lnO.O_, ETA:.nO0, SPC= ,50, XG: .S, G#:.OnO
OMEGR= Z,x10 STAPL_
t_O_TR .88_3_ ,_5206 -.78430
_nnTl .OOuaO .00000 ,00000
_TABI .OOb_O
CHARACTFmISTIC VALUF5 IN VICINITY Or F_EQ(3) - FREe{2)
TO rREO(_) F_Ce(2) FREQ(3)
ZO.O .19127i .gn901a 2.501638
GAMMA= .10, _!=2,0_LGL=lnO.Oq, ETA=,.OOO, SPC= .50, XG= ,5, GA=.O_O
O_EGF= i._o3 UNSTABLE
_nnTR .72_15 -.90256 -.g025o
e_nqTI .UOunO -,00147 ,0oi_7
bTAI_I .0017_
OHEGR= l,qql STARL_
KOqTR .727q7 -.8o8q1 -,899_o
,_nnTl ,OOunO ,unO00 .000_0
bT_B1 ,OOuO0
OMEGP: 1._92 UNSTAoLE
R_TR .727_i -.90066 -.90066












































































B-6 Stepped Beam Computer Program
The computer program used in the analysis of a stepped beam is listed
in this appendix. Library subroutines are listed by name with any variable
array dimensions without a complete listing. Program input data is listed
at the end of the program with the resultant output listed immediately
following.
The output formats are listed as format (I), format (2), and format
(3). These formats are obtained in one computer run using the program
















































N2 = N1 + 1
46 CONTINUE















27 FORMA[(SX6H_AMMA=F4.2w4Hf N=Ilw7HrOMEGL=F6.2t6Hw ETA=F6°3PCHw SPC=
IF_o2PbHw XG=F3olw//SXp4H RC=F4.2,5Hw RA=F4°2tSHw RI=F4°2/)
4b CONTINUE
CALL COEF(F,_)
DO 12 J = I, NI
DO IZ K = I,NI
12 FF(J,K} : F{JwK)
CALL tIESSEN(F,N1)
CALL _REIG{FpNI,RTR,RTI,O)
NIMI = NI - i
DO 110 _ = i, NiMi
IP1 : I + I
DO 110 O : IPI,NI
IF(RTH{I) - H]R{J))IIO,IIO,I_O




DO 13V I : I,N1
I_0 HTR(1):SQRT{ASS(RTR(I)))
_v2G:l"" • IWA
DO 2 _ : I,NI
2 FIJ,K} : FF{J,K}
IF(NAI,LQ.I) WRITE(6,70) TO,{RTR(1),I:I,N1)
IF(NAI.£Q.1} GO TO 300
501 FORMAI{IH1}
WR_T_ (b,501;
DO 2UU KZ : 1, NI
WRITL(b,502) KZ
b02 FORMAT{//12X,46HCHARACTERISTiC VALUES IN VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(Ii,Z
IH)//}
WRIT_{6,60) (i,I : I,NI)
WRITE{6,70) TO,(RTR(1),I:I,NI)






DO 2Ui KZ : lwNl
DO 201 JZ : I, NI
IF{KZ.EQ,JZ.OH.KZ.GT.JZ) GO TO 201
WRITgiO,503} JZ,KZ
50_ FOKMAT(//12X,W2HCHARACTERISTLC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREG(II,1H),9
IH + FR_Q(II,IH)//)
WR11_(O,bO) (i,I : I,NI)
aRIT_{b,70} IO,{RTH(1),I=I,NI)




























DO 2U_ JZ = 1, N1 -
IF (KZ.EQ.JZ.OR.KZ.GT.JZ) GO TO 204
WRIT_(6,bO_) JZ, KZ
b04 FORNAI{//12X,42HCHARACTERISTLC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(II,IH),9
1H - FREQ{II,IH)//)
wRITL(6,_O) (_pI = I,NI)
wRIT_(6,70) TO,(RTR(1),I=I,NI}






IF(TO.LT.(TOMAX+O.O01)) GO TO 45
TO : FTO
RC : #_C - DLLRC
IF(RC.GT.(RCMIN-O.O01)) GO TO 46
RC : FRC
HA : KA-DELHA
IF{RA,GT.(RAMIN-O.O01)) 60 Tu 46
RA : FRA
RI : R1 - DLLRI
!F{H1,GT,{RLMIN-O.OO!)} GO T_ q6
HI : FRI
OME@L = OME_L + OELOML
IF(OMEGL,LT.IOLMAX+O.O01})60 TO 45
OMCGL : FOME_L
ETA = ETA + DELETA
IF(ETA.LT,(LIAMAX+O,OOI))GO TO 46
ETA = FETA
SPC : SPC + DELSPC
iF(SPC.LT.(SPCMAX+O,UO1))GO lO 40
SPC : FSPC
GAMMA : GAMMA + UELGA
IF(GANMA.LT.(GAMAX +O.O01})GO TO 45
GAMMA : FGAMMA
XG : XO + D_LXG
ZF(Xb,LT.(X_MAX+O,O01}) GO Tu 4b
XG : FX6
IF(IGOUNT.E@.2) STOP
IF(ICOUNI,EQ,I) GO TO 401





































IF(LOCI.CO.O) DELON = STAB2*i,2
IF{DELOM.GT.D.IO) DELON = O.u#
LOCI = LOCI + I
_0 TQ (I,2),ITS
I IF{LOCI.CO.i) GO TO IO0
LOC2 = LOC2 + I
IF(LOC2.EQ°2°AND.LOC3.EQ,I) GO TO 74
_0 TO {11_I_7#)f ....
ii OMEGB = OME_ + DELOM/2.0
60 TO 5
12 ONEG_ = OMEO_ ÷ DELOM/4.O
60 TO 5
2 IF(LO_2.EQ,U) GO TO 20
]F(LOC2,EQ°2,AND.LOC3,EQ,I) _0 TO 75
IF{LOC2,EQ,i.AND.LOC3,EQ,2} _0 TO 75
IF(LOE2°EO,I,AND,LOC3,EQ,I) GO TO 21
_T(lP
20 OM_GB = OME_ - DELOM
60 TO 5
21 OM_G_ = OMEub - DELOM/4.0
GO TO b
74 IFIABS(DELOM}.LT,O°IO) GO TO 90
LOCb : 0
DO 84 IZ : 1,4
IF{DELOM.GT.U.)OMEGB : OMEG_ + .002
IP(_LOM,LT,U,) OMEG_ : OMEG_ - ,002
CALL bTAB(Ilb,STAB2)




75 IF(A_S(DELON).LT,O,IO) GO TO 90
LOCb : 0
DO 85 IZ : 1,4
IFIDE_OM°GT,O.) OMEGB : OMEGo - ,002
IF(D_LOM,LT,O,) OMEGB : OMEG_ + ,002
CALL bTA_(ITS,STAB2)




90 IF(LO_#,EQ.I) GO TO I00











































W(Zl} = SORT(ABS( F(II,II) ))/{OMEGB )
Mi : {SQRI(ABS(F(N,N))) + SQffT(A_S(F(II,I1))))/OMEGB + 1.0
IF(MI - 14) 200,200,201
201 wHITC(6,202}





2 L = L + 1





DE.NOM : -(_Vlll} - E)**2 + ( FIJ,J)
IFIII.NE,J) GO TO 4
IF {lO} 4,3,_





5 IF {JI-KI )55,50,55
I0 IF- (iAh_5(L-M)-I) 20,60, 20
2L} 60 TO I00
bO A(JI,K1): 1
IF(II.NE.J) 60 TO I00
IF (iO) lO0,bW,lO0







IF(L,LT,,MO) _0 TO 2.







































MR : HA + (I.-RA)*(I.-RC)
LC = {IO.*RL) + .5
IF{RC.LT.O.OI) LC = 11
IG = {IO.*XG) +.5
IF(Xg;LT=O.O!} 16 _ !!
LG = IG
N2 = N1 + i
CALL INTE6 (TOOCL,T22CL,PIII,P211,PII,P2i,PI,P2)
TOR4 = TO/RI1)**W
DO Ib J=l,N _'°
DO ib K=I,N
A(JwK} = (I.-RA)_TOOCL(J,K)
IF(J.EQ°K) A(J,K) = A(j,K) + RA
C(J,K) = ((UOPH(IO,J)*DIPH(IU,K) + 5PC_DOPH(IO,J)*DIPH(LG,K))*R(_)
I - PIII(J,K))*TOR4 + (I, - RL)_T22CL(J,K)/R(1)*_W
IF(J._Q.K) C(J,K) = C(J,K) + (RI*(R(J)/H(1))**4)
U(J,K) :((DOPH(IO,J)*DIPH(IO,K) * SPC*DOPH(IO,J)*DIPH(LG,K))*R(K}-
1 P211(Q,_)) * TOR4
CONTLNUE
DO 20 KZI,N
A(N+I,K) = -(lo-RA)*(RC*R(K)_D3PH(LC,K) - D2PH(LC,K))/R(K)_*2
A(N+2,K) = -{1.-RA)*D3PH(LC,a)/R(K)
C(N+I,K)=((UIPH(IO,K) + SPC_OlPH(IG,K))*R(K) - Pll(K)) • TOR4
C(N+2,K) =((DIPH(IO,K) + SPC-D1PH(LG,K))_R(K)) * TOR_




A(J,N+I) = -(I,-RA)*(RC*R(J)_D_PH(LC,J) - D2PH(LC,J))/R(J)_*2
A(J,N+2} = -(I.-RA)*D_PH(LC,_)/R(J)
C(J,N+I) : (DOPH(IO,J)*(1.O+3PC) -
C(J,N+2) : O,O
D(J,N+I) = (DOPH(IO,J),(I,O*bPC) -
D(4,N+2) = O.O
CONTINU_
A(N+I,N+I) = (RA +(1.-RA)_(I.-RC**5))/5.O























C(N+L,N+I) = (I.0 + SPC - PI) * TOR4
C(N+I,N+2) = 0.0
D(N+I,N+I) : (i.0 + SPC -
D(N+I,N+2) : 0.0
A(N+Z,N+I) = A(N+lpN+2)









31 FORNAT{IH ,ZOHMATRIX A IS SINGULAR)
STOP





F(i,_) = A(i,J) * C{J,K) + F(I,K)
G(I,K) : A{I,J)*D(J,K) + G(i,K)
_0 CONTINUE














MR = RA + (I.-RA),(I.-RC)
COMPLEX CI,CApCBwCYOL,CYCL,C_UM,RD
CI : {O.O,l.O)
LC : {iO.*RC} + ,5
IF(RC.LT.O.UI) LC : 11
P1 : .5*(RA + (1.-RA)*(1.-RC)**2)/MR
IF(OMcGL.GT.bO.O) GO TO i
SI_ = OMEGB/OMEGL
X : Pi*SIG
BE : I./(COb(X*RC)*SIN(X*(I,-RC)) + RA*SIN(X*RC)*COS(X*(1.-RC)))
BC : (I.-RA)*bE*COS(X*RC)
BD = (I.-(1.-RA)*GE*COS{X*RC),SIN(X*(I.-RC)))/SIN(X)
P2 : (BD*(-COS(X)+I.O) + BC*(-COS(X*(1,-RC))+I.0))/X





























Cb : _{O) + CI**(L-I)
RD = CA**2 + X**2
+ (I.-RA)*((I.-RC)*DOPH(IO,J) + D3PH(LC,J)
2
CYOL : CYOL + CB*(CSUM(I.O,X,CA,I.0)-CSUM(O.O,X,CA,O.O)) /RD
10 CYCL = CYCL + CB*(CSUM((I.-RC),X,CA,I.0)-CSUM((O.O),X,CApRC))/RD
P21{J) : (BD_HEAL(CYOL) + BC*REAL(CYCL))*R(J)/2.0




IF(J.hO.K) GO TO 41
TOOCL(J,K) :-(DOPH{LC,K)_D3PH(LC,J)*R(J)**3 - DOPH(LC,J)iD3PH(LC,K
I)*R(K}**3 - DIPH(LC,K)*D2PH(_C,J)*R(K)*R(J)**2 + DIPH(LCpJ)*D2PH(
2LC,K)*R(J)*_(K)**2)/(R(J)**4-R(K)_*4)
T22CL(J,K) :-(R(J)*R(K))**2*{DIPH(LC,J)*D2PH(LC,K)*R(J)**3 - DIP_(
ILC,K)*D2PH(LC,J)*R(K}**3 - DUPH(LC,J)*D3PH(LC,K}*R(K)*R(J)**2 +
2DOPH(LC,K)*D3PH(LC,J)*R{J)*R(K)**2)/(R(J)**4 - R(K)**4)
GO TO 42
41 TOQCL(J,J) = .25*(DOPH(IO,J)**2) - .25*(3.0*DOPH(LC,J)*D3PH(LCp_)/
1N(_ * NQ*DOPH(LC,J}**2 -2.0*RC*DIPH(LCw_)*D3PH(LCwJ) - D1PH(LCwJ
2)_U2PH(LC,J)/H(J) + RC*D2PH(LC,J)**2)
T22CL(JtJ)=(-(3,0*D2PH(LCtJ)_DIPH(LCtJ) + RC*R(J)*D2PH(LCpJ)**2 -
12.U*RC*H(J)_D1PH(LCwJ)*D3PH(LCpJ) - DOPH(LCpJ)*D3PH(LC_J) + RC*
2R(J)*DOPH(LCoJ)**2) ÷ R(J)*DuPH(lO,J)**2)*.25*R(J)**3
42 CONTINUE
IF{OM_GL,GT.bO.O) GO TO 3
CYOL : (O.O,O.O)





RD : CA**2 + X**2
CYUL : CYOL + CB* (CSUM(I.U,X,CA,I.)-CSUM(O.O,X,CA,O.))/RD
20 CYCL : CYCL + CB*(CSUM((I.-RC),X,CA,I.)-CSUM(O.O,X,CA,RC))/RD
PZII(J,K): .25*R(J)*R(K)*(BU*REAL(CYOL)+BC*REAL(CYCL))
3 CONTINUE
PIII(J_K) =(XJK(IO_J,K) - RA*XJK{II,J,K) - (I.-RA)*XJK(LC_J_K)
I-RC*(I°-RA),CJK(IO_J_K) + RC*(1.-RA)*CJK(LC_J_K))/MR
IF(OMEGL,GT.50.O) P211(J,K) : PIII(J,K)
GO TO 22
21 CONTINUE
PIII(J,J) : (XJJ(IO,J,K) - R_*XJJ(II,J,K) - (I.-RA),XJJ(LC,J,K}
I-HC*{1.-RA),CJJ(IO,J,K) + RC*(I.-RA)*CJJ(LC,J,K))/MR




























COMMON R, B, UOPH, D1PH, D2PH, D3PH
XL : L.
XL "XLIIO.
IF (L.EQ.II) XL= 0,0
XJJ- .125*(O.*XL*L}OPH(L,J)*UlPH(L,J)*R(J) +(DIPH(L,J}*R(J}*XL}**Z
1- 2.iJ*DOPH(L,J)*D2PH(L,J)*(XL*R(J})**2-2.*D2PH(L,J).D3PH(L,J).XL.




















































RD = _(J)**# - R(K}**4
XJKI: (XL*(DUPH(L,J}*DIPH(L,K)*R(K)*R{J}**4 - DOPH(L,K)*DIPH(L,J}*
1R(J}*R{K)**_ - D2PH(L,K)*D3PH(L,J)*R(K}**2*R(J)**3 + D2PH(L,J)*
XJK2 = -(D1PH(L,K)*D3PH(LwJ)_R(K)#R(J)_3_(R(J)_*4+3.O_R(K}_4) +
1D1PH(LeJ)_DJPH(L_K)*R(J)¢R(K}_3_(3.0#R(J)_4+R(K)_4) - 2.0¢D2PH(
2LPK)*U2PH(L,J}*(R(J)*R(K)}_*_*{R{J)_4+R(K)_4)-4._DOPH(LwJ}_DOPh(













PROGRAM TO CALCULATE STA_ILIIY CONSTANTS OF A UNIFORM BEAM SUb-
JECTED TO A PERIODICALLY VARYING THRUST WITH DIRECTIONAL CONTROL
SU_RUUTINE SlAB(ITS, STAB2)












A(1) _ Y(1)+Y(2)+Y(5) - ACHE(1)-ACHE(2)-ACHE(3)
A(3)z-(Y(1)*Y(2}+Y(1)*Y(3)+Y(2)*Y(3)-ACHE(1)*{Y(2)+Y(3)}
1-ACHC(2}*(Y(1)+Y(3))-ACHE(3)_(Y(1)+Y(2)))




IF(A_5(ROOT_(_)}.LT..IE-4) ROOT1(1) = O.O
CZ : CNPLX(KOOTR(_),ROOTI(1)}
CARG} = CZ +CSORT(CZ**2 - l.)


















RNI_AX - AMAXl (RMOD1 (1) ,RMODI{2 },RMOD1 (3} ,RMOD2{ 1) ,RMOD2 (2 } ,
RMOD2 (3 ))
STAB;" - ALO_(RMAX}*OMEGB/PI
STAll =. STA_2 - ETA
1F{STAB1 - ,IE-6) &,1,2
1 ITS - I
WRIT_{bw21) OMEGB
(SO IO 3
2 ITS = 2
WRI_L(6,22) OMEGB
2i FORMAT(I1X6HOMEGB_F6.3t5XbHSIABLE )
,',"rvr_,_,+_ {Ii ............... 3 ................
3 WRITE{6,23) {ROOTR{I),I-I,3),{ROUTI{I),I-1,3)
WHtTE (0,50) STABI





































IN uPPER HESSENBERG FORM.










































































































































































































































































TO FREQ(1) FREQ(2) FREQ(3}
GAMMA= .10, _I=2,0_IEGL=IOO.OOp ETA= .O00p 5PC=1,00w XG= .5
RE= ,bO, RA: .60, Pl: .60
• 0 .000086 .973546 2.778828
_.0 .162000 .957970 2.742831
q.O .222785 .943613 2.706368
6.0 .263711 .93087_ 2.669420
8.0 .292027 .920191 2.631964
iO.O .3100_3 .912047 2.593976
i2.0 .3184_0 .906861 2.555432
14.0 .317333 .904976 2.5i6302
16.0 .306115 .906547 2.476554
18.0 .283750 .911535 _._36153























CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IH VICINZTY OF 2 X FREQ(1)
TO FREQ(1) FkEQ(2) FRE_(3)
20.0 .247899 .919723 2.395058
GAMMA= oIO, N=2,0MEGL=IO0.OO, ETA= o000, SPC:I.O0, XG: .5
_C: ,60t HA: ,60, RI: ,60
OMEGB: •_96 UNSTABLE
ROOTR .63876 .#B731 -_.03_D9
_OhTI .O00nO .00000 ,00000
_TABI .04109
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES l_J VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(2}
TO ._REQ (1 ) FkEC_ (2) FREO(3}
20 ,0 .2/47899 •919723 2 •395058
GAMMA: ,10, N:2,0_LGL=100.O0, ETA=
RC= ,60, _A= .&O, RI= ,6U
.OOO, SPC=I,00, XG= .5
OMEGB= i,_39 UNSTAoLE
ROOTR ,66108 -.32187 -l,O0010
_OOTI ,O00nO ,00000 .00000
bTABI ,00_24
CHARAC[ERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(3)
TO FPEQ(1) FR_Q(2) FREe(3)
20,0 .2_7899 .919723 2.395058
GAMMA: .10, N=2,0M_GL=INO.O0_ ETA= .000, SPC=I,00, XG= .5









CHARACTEmISTIC V_LUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(2) + FREQ{I)
TO FREQ(1} FREQ(2) FREO(3)





CHARACTEqISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY On FREO(_3) + FREe(l)
TO FREQ(1) FHEQ(2) FREQ(3)









TO HREQ(1) FHEQ(2) FREQ(3)





























CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY O_ FREQ(2)
- FREQ(1)
TO FREQ(1) FREQ(2) FREQ(3}
20.0 .2#T809 .919723 2.395058
GAMMA= .I0, N=2,0M_GL=IO0.O0, ETA= .000, SPC=I.O0, X6= .5
Re= .60, _A= .60, RI= ,60
OMEGB= ,672 STABL_
ROOTR -.911_5 -.50980 -,81120
_OOTI .00000 .00000 .00000
_TABI .00000
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(3) - FREQ(I}
TO FREQ(1) FREG(2) FRE_(5)
20,0 .2_78a9 ,919723 2.395058
GAMMA= .10w N:2,0NLGL:IO0.O0, ETA: .000, SPC:1,00, XG: .5
RC= .60P RA= .60, RI= .6u
OMEGB= Z,lq7 STABLL
_OhTR .77009 .72547 -,90064
_OOTI .O00nO .00000 ,00000
STABI .00000
CHARACfEPlSTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(3) - FREQ{2)
TO FPEO(I} FREQ(2) FREQ{3)
20,0 .2_7899 .919723 2.395058
GAivIMA= .Igw N=2,0NF_GL=IO0.O0, ETA= .000, SPC=Z.O0, XG-- ,5
_C= .60, NA= .60, RI= .60
OMEGB= 1._75 UNSTAuLE
ROnTR .48b86 -.71303 -,713n_























CHARACTEPiSTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(1)
TO FRFQ(1} FkEQ(2) FREQ(3)
2N,O ,2478g9 ,919723 2.395058
GA_iB4A: .i0, N=2,0MEGL=IO0.O0. ETA= .000, SPC=I.OOw XG= .5
_C= .60, RA= .60. RI= .6D
OMEGR= ,_96 UNSTABLE
_OOTR ,63676 ,_B731 -1,03_09
ROOTI .00000 ,00000 .00000
_TABI .041n9
OMEGR= ,t_46 UNSTABLE
ROOTR ,92018 -.65350 -1,00072
_nOTI .ooono .O0OO0 .00000
STABI .00638
OMEGB= ,_g7 STA_LL
_n_TR .9_2_7 -.43555 -.77440
KnOTI .ooono .00000 .00000
_TABI ,00000
OMEGB= .q22 STAnLE
ROhTR ,_0175 -.4_935 -.89647
ROOTI .OOOO0 .00000 .O000O
_TAAI .00000
OMEGR= ._34 GNSTA_LE
_O_TR ,71951 -,97765 -,g7765
_O_TI ,O00OO -,01_60 ,01460
_TA81 ,00916
OMEGR= ,_45 STABLL
_O_TR -,96_o2 -,3_979 -,78556
_OTI ,ooono .OOO00 ,00000
_T_BI .OOOnO
O_EGB= ,520 UNSTABLE
_O_TR -,80219 ,I_722 -I,01069









CHAPACTERISTIC VALUFS IN VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(2)
TO FREQ(1) FHEQ(2) FREQ(3)
20.0 ,2_78g9 ,9%9723 2.395058
GAMMA= .I0, N=2.0PEGL=IO0.O0, ETA=
A-55


























































CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF 2 X FREQ(3)
TO FPEQ(1) FkEQ(2) FREQ(3}







GAWIMA= .lOw H=2,0MLGL=IO0.O0, ETA= .000, SPC=1.00w XG= .5
RC: ,60w KA: ,60, RI: ,60
OMEGR= #,790 UNSTABLE
ffOnTR ,94752 ,35639 -I,00037
KO_TI .00000 ,00000 .00000
3TABI ,041_5
OMEGB= _,740 STABLE
_TR ,94b_2 ,3_53 -,9998_
_TI .00000 .00000 ,00000
STAB1 ,00000
OMEGB= _.765 UNSTABLE
_OhTR .940q7 ,35050 -1,00024
























































































CHARACIERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(2}
+ FREQ(1)
TO FREQ(1) FREQ(2) FREQ(3)
20.0 .2_7899 .g19723 2,395058
OMEGB: 1.168 UNSTABLE
_OOTR .94b_2 .23086 ,2308b
_OOTI ,OOOO0 -,12W82 ,12482
_TARI ,04753
OMEGB= 1.111 STABLE
ROOTR .398A9 .55181 .23435
NOOTI .OOUnO .00000 ,00000
STAB1 .oouno
OMEGR= 1.13g UNSTABLE
ROOTR .79970 ._7357 .27357
ROOTI .00000 -.I0255 ,10255
STAB1 ,03_57
OMEGR= 1.125 UNSTABLE
_n_TR .6B_n3 ._86 .29_6
_nnTI .o00no -.05907 .05g07
bTARI .02212
O_EGA= 1.725 STABLL
_OOTR .9611& .23124 .06337
_OOTI .00000 ,00000 .000O0
bTABI -.OObO0
OMEGB= 1.196 UNSTABLE
_OmTR .999g0 ,l_B50 ,18850
_OnTI .000_0 -.09672 .09672
bTASI .03743
OMEGR= l,PlO UNSTAmLE
_O_TR .99Uoi .16772 .16772
NOoTI ,O00OO -.0_841 ,04841
_TABI ,Ol_ql
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN FREQ(5)VICINITY OF + FREQ(1)
TO FRFQ(1) FkEQ(2) FREQ(3)































































































TO FPEQ(!} F_EQ(2) FREQ(3)





























CHARACIFRISTIC VALUFS IN VICINITY O_ FREQ(2) - FREQ(I}
TO FPEQ(I} FREQ(2) FREO(3)
20.0 .2_7899 .g19723 2,395058
GAM_A= .lOp N=2,0MEGL=IOO.OOp ETA: .000, SPC=I.OOp XG= ,5
RC: ,60, _A: .60, RI= .60
OMEGB: ,672 STABLE
ROOTR -.911_5 -.50980 -,81120
_OnTI .OOO00 .00000 .00000
STAB1 .00000
CHARAC[EnISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(3) - FREQ(1)
TO rPFQ(1) F_EQ(2) FREQ(3)
20.0 .24?Bg9 .919723 2.395058
GAMD_A= .lOw N=2,0MLGL=IOO.OOw ETA= .OOO, SPC=I.O0, XG= .5
RC= .60w _A: .60, PT= ,60
OMEbB= _,147 STABLe
KOOTR ,77009 .72547 -.9006W
KOOTI ,o00no .00000 .00000
_TABI ,ooono
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN VICINITY OF FREQ(3) - FREO(2)
TO FREQ(1) FHEQ(2) FREQ(3)
20,0 .2_7899 .919723 2.395058
GAMMA= ,iO, N=2,0MEGL=IO0.O0, ETA= .000, SPC=I,O0, XG= .5
RC= .60, HA= .60, RI= .6U
OMEGB= I._75 UNSTABLE
ROOTR
MOOTI
STAB1
OMEGa= i._61 STABLE
ROnTR
ROOTI
._8b_6 -.71303 -.71303
.00000 -.01819 .01819
.0121a
.47731 -.65166 -,67122
.00000 o00000 .00000
A-60
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ISTOP
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FORI"-AT (3) (continued)
_T_BI
O_EGq= I._68 UNSTAmLE
_OnTR
,_OnTI
3TABI
O_EGR= l._64 UNSTAoLE
_OnTR
_onTI
_TABI
OMEGB= I._90 STABLE
HOOTR
ROOTI
STAB1
OMEGB= I._83 UNSTABLE
_OOTR
ROOTI
STAB1
OMEGB= 1,486 UNSTABLE
_OOTR
KhnTI
STABI
-,00000
._81a5
,OOOO0
,01049
,47932
,000n0
,00VI0
,494_8
,00000
,00000
.4g037
.00000
,008q3
,49262
.00000
,00235
A-61
-,68786
-,01630
-,67480
-.01124
-,74613
,00000
-,73692
-,01279
-.68786
.n1630
-,67480
.01124
1,772g0
,00000
-,73692
,01279
